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The Development of a Multi-Functional 
Bio-Robotic Pectoral Fin 
Jonah Robert Gottlieb 
James L. Tangorra, Ph.D. 
 
 
 
Fish have the ability to propel and maneuver themselves with tremendous agility. In addition to 
swimming forwards, they move backwards, brake, hover in place, and perform a variety of turns, in still 
or turbulent waters. They rely heavily on their pair of pectoral fins when performing these maneuvers. 
Engineers and scientists have long sought to grant this level of agility to unmanned underwater vehicles 
(UUVs). This thesis discusses the development of a bio-robotic fin that models the pectoral fin of the 
bluegill sunfish as the fish maneuvered to avoid an obstacle.  
A design process was used which modeled the kinematics and physical properties of the biological fin. 
Analysis of biological fin motions, supported by computational fluid dynamics simulations, aided in the 
identification of key components of the fin motions and dynamics. The fin motions were simplified such 
that a robot could be designed in order to implement them. The stiffness of the bio-robotic fin was 
modeled after that of the biological fin, in order to ensure a proper dynamic interaction with the water. 
Experimentation involving high speed video, force collection, and the identification of hydrodynamics 
using digital particle image velocimetry were used to assess the fin’s performance. 
The bio-robotic fin was able to create the motions, forces, and flows associated with the yaw turn, 
while retaining the ability to create other bluegill swimming motions. The results of the research 
indicate that for robotic fins to produce a level of performance on par with biological fins, that both the 
kinematics and the mechanical properties of the fin must be controlled.  
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1    Introduction and Background 
1.1 Introduction  
Pectoral fins are used by fish and aquatic animals to execute a wide variety of swimming 
maneuvers. They can be used as rudders to control pitch during high speed swimming and to 
enhance low speed maneuverability [5], [17], [32], [33], [34], [35], and as flapping, high degree 
of freedom (DOF) propulsors to propel and maneuver the animal at low speeds [17]. Because of 
this versatility, the pectoral fin has served as a source of inspiration for a range bio-robotic 
devices [8], [12], [13], [23], [27], [29]. These robotic devices have been developed as alternatives 
to propellers and traditional control surfaces used on underwater vehicles, and have been used 
as experimental tools for investigations of the hydrodynamics and control of fish swimming.   
The pectoral fin of the bluegill sunfish (Lepomis machrochirus) is an example of a fin that is used 
by the fish as a flapping propulsor for both steady swimming and maneuvering. This pectoral fin 
is a highly deformable and controllable surface which can be made to flap, feather, and row, as 
well as to take on a variety of complex three-dimensional shapes [7], [16], [26]. These paired fins 
are often used synchronously and made to repeat the same fin-beat over and over to produce 
the cyclic forces required for steady swimming or hovering, and then made to execute 
completely different kinematics that, within a single fin-beat, produce a drastic reorientation of 
the fish body. 
This thesis describes the design of a bio-robotic fin (Figure 1) that has the controllability, DOF, 
and mechanical properties required to produce the motions, forces and flows made by sunfish 
pectoral fins during a maneuver to avoid an obstacle, as well as those exhibited during steady 
swimming. In order to do so, the biology first had to be well understood. Appropriate 
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mathematical models of the biological fin’s kinematics and dynamics could then be built. Key 
kinematic and dynamic aspects were then identified, and a robot designed to implement them. 
The process allowed for two very different, complex swimming maneuvers to be executed by 
the same bio-robotic fin. 
 
 
 
Figure 1:   Bio-robotic pectoral fin 
 
 
The primary objective of this fin was to create a bio-robotic model capable of producing the 
effects of the yaw turn responsible for maneuvering the fish away from an obstacle. As a 
secondary objective, the fin should also be able to create a steady swimming fin beat; the basis 
for the first bio-robotic fin [19], [22]. This would be accomplished primarily by modeling fin 
kinematics and physical properties. Its efficacy would then be evaluated by a series of 
experiments, in which the forces and flows produced by the bio-robotic fin would be compared 
to those of a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model of the biological fin. 
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In order to fully understand fin based swimming, and to determine the most critical parts of the 
modeling process, several hypotheses were formulated. The first was that a kinematic model 
could be formed from 3D positional data of live fish, and then implemented into a robot. It was 
believed that by modulating kinematics, the overall effect of the fin-beat could be altered. 
Secondly, the physical properties of the bio-robotic fin had to be modeled after those of the 
biological fin, in order to produce accurate results.  Experimentation with the bio-robotic fin was 
used to validate or disprove these hypotheses, and paint a more complete picture. 
The creation of this fin is part of a larger effort involving biological studies of live fish performed 
in the Lauder Lab at Harvard University [15], CFD analyses of their motions done in the Flow 
Simulations and Analysis Group at the George Washington University [9], novel actuator 
development in the Bioinstrumentation Lab at MIT [4], and robotic implementation performed 
at Drexel University [14]. The project, funded by the Office of Naval Research, aims to 
development a flexible, flapping based propulsor that, in addition to serving as an experimental 
tool to better understand pectoral fin based fish swimming, may also someday grant fish-like 
agility to unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs).  
1.2 Previous Research  
Researchers have long sought to develop underwater devices that swim like fish. Early designs, 
such as Robo-Tuna, attempted to create a fish body robot capable of moving its tail and caudal 
fin like those of a Tuna [2]. Subsequent fish inspired robots shifted their focus to other fins, 
namely the pectoral fin. The pectoral fin is such an attractive control surface because of the 
significant role it plays in a variety of swimming modes, ranging from steady propulsion to 
complicated maneuvering. Bandyopadhyay, Fish, Hover ,Kato, Licht, and Triantafyllou [3], [8], 
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[13], [20], [30] were some of the first to look at the using robotic pectoral fins on underwater 
vehicles, initially modeling the fin as a rigid plate. Later devices by Tangorra [26], [27], [29] and 
Palmisano [23], which treated pectoral fins as flexible, highly controllable surfaces, captured 
more of the fins’ complex three dimensional nature responsible for a fish’s remarkable level of 
agility. 
An early modeling technique treated the fin as a rigid plate. The orientation, flapping frequency, 
and phase of carefully located flapping foils were modified in order to produce a variety of 
different results. Thrust efficiency, maneuverability, and how closely the robot matched 
measured biological results were varied across a range of designs [8], [13], [20]. Biological 
studies of pectoral fins at this time focused on flapping speed, amplitude, and fish body size [5]. 
The two dimensional modeling technique of treating the pectoral fin as a plate was misleading, 
in that it ignored the third dimension so critical to fully understanding fin based swimming. A 
flapping plate does not capture the complex 3D shapes that fish fins are capable of taking, nor 
does it account for the significant levels of flexibility exhibited by biological fins.  
Increasingly complex biological studies [33], [34], [35] began to give a greater understanding of 
the incredibly complex behaviors exhibited by pectoral fins in fin-rayed fishes. For example, Gibb 
et al. showed that the different portions of a bluegill’s pectoral fin were out of phase with each 
other by tracking several distal points [11]. These studies now indicated the need for a third 
dimension to be added to the kinematic models of fish fins, in order to fully capture them. 3D 
kinematics, captured and simulated using digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) and 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) respectively, are largely responsible for the complex 
hydromechanics created by the fins [17], [18], [21]. 
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A landmark in fish studies occurred when fin flexibility was included into the overall 
understanding of fin based swimming [1], [31]. The combination of 3D kinematics and flexibility 
gave biologists and roboticists the most complete model to date of pectoral fin based swimming 
[16], [25]. This new wealth of information allowed for more accurate bio-robotic devices to be 
built [23], [26], [27], [29], which modeled both the complex 3D kinematics, and stiffness 
properties seen by fish. The fin created by Tangorra et al. [22] had the amazing ability to create 
a fin-beat with zero net drag; even when the bio-robotic fin was moving into a flow, it was 
creating thrust. This result was made possible by modeling the pectoral fin in question as the 
complex, highly deformable control surface it truly was. 
Many of these bio-robotic fins have addressed the topic of straight propulsion, called steady 
swimming [29], [30]. While some addressed maneuverability [3], [8], [13], it was often 
accomplished by modifying orientation or flapping speed on a variety of foils. Few had been 
designed specifically to capture a fish’s agility by studying the fish performing an actual 
maneuver. The fin discussed in this thesis was designed specifically for maneuvering. This was 
done by studying the pectoral fins of a bluegill sunfish which was encouraged to maneuver out 
of the way of an obstacle introduced to its path. Unlike in steady swimming, where the paired 
pectoral fins primarily operate cyclically and symmetrically, the fish moved away from the 
obstacle with a single fin beat, completely reorienting itself in the flow. The ability of the fish to 
vector forces in 3D within a single fin-beat is a trait that would be advantageous for any 
underwater vehicle. 
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1.3 Bluegill Fin and Body Motions 
The bluegill’s fins consist of bony, finger-like segments called fin rays, inside of flexible webbing 
(Figure 2); traits of a teleost fish. The fish controls the shape and curvature of its pectoral fins by 
moving and actively bending the 14 fin rays in each fin. The level of control that the fish has over 
its pectoral fins enables it to create some very complex, 3D shapes with them. These complex 
3D shapes and motions are very evident in the maneuver and in steady swimming. 
 
 
Figure 2:   Pectoral fin of the bluegill sunfish. Fin rays are the darker, finger-like extensions in the fin. All 
fish and fin photos are courtesy of George Lauder. 
 
 
For the bio-robotic fin discussed in this thesis, properly modeled fin kinematics and physical 
properties were necessary in order to produce the complex shapes seen in the maneuver. 
Robotic implementation of the pectoral fins’ kinematics during a yaw turn was accomplished by 
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modeling digitized positional data of the fish performing the maneuver. The 3D positional data 
which formed the model for the bio-robotic fin came from extensive biological studies of live 
fish in Lauder Labs, at Harvard University. 
The kinematics of the pectoral fins were studied as the sunfish executed a maneuver to avoid an 
obstacle. The maneuver was stimulated by placing a rod to the front left of the fish as the fish 
swam steadily in a flow tank at a speed of 0.5 body lengths per second. At this swimming speed, 
the pectoral fins are largely responsible for propulsion and maneuvering, with minimal 
contributions coming from the fish tail and other fins. To capture the body and fin movements, 
high speed, high resolution video was taken (250 fps, 1024×1024) of the lateral and ventral 
views of the fish. 3D coordinates of ten points along each of the 14 fin rays were tracked 
through time, and were used to create a digital model of fin ray movements.  
The fish’s response to the obstacle can be described as three overlapping actions: a large lateral 
movement away from the rod (Figure 3A), a slowing of the forward velocity (Figure 3B), and a 
slight downward motion. The lateral movement, which consisted of both a rotation and 
translation of the body away from its initial heading, occurred first. After the fish had begun to 
move laterally away from the obstacle, it slowed down (which was actuated also by the moving 
flow) and moved slightly downward away from the obstacle.  
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Figure 3:   Ventral view of the sunfish performing a yaw turn. The introduction of an obstacle induces 
the fish to perform a yaw turn in order to avoid it. The pectoral fin on the outside of the turn is largely 
responsible for the motion of the fish.  
 
 
During the outstroke, the upper and lower halves of the fins were led by the movements of the 
most dorsal and ventral fin rays (fin rays 1 and 14, respectfully), and during the instroke, the fin 
maintained a large area and moved strongly back towards the fish body. In comparison, the fin 
on the inside of the turn (right fin, weak side) moved through much smaller angles and with 
significantly slower speed during the outstroke, and on the instroke seemed to maintain its 
position in the water such that the fish body moved toward the fin, rather than the fin being 
moved actively toward the fish body. It was also determined that the peak accelerations of the 
fish body during the turn were synchronous with the highest velocities of outside fin. From 
these observations, it was concluded that the fin on the outside of the turn drove the fish’s 
movement, and thus should serve as the focus for the bio-robotic fin. It was also apparent from 
analyses of the fin ray motions that a bio-robotic fin that was able to create the motions of the 
outside fin would be sufficient to generate the movement of the inside fin. 
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The complex motions of the strong-side fin can be described largely by the motions of the fin’s 
upper (dorsal) and lower (ventral) halves. The upper half is comprised of fin rays 1 through 7, 
and the lower half fin rays 8 through 14. By treating the two halves as independent elements, 
and breaking the fin-beat into the outstroke and instroke, fin motions of different types may be 
directly compared. The outstroke began with the forward sweep of the ventral half, which was 
led by fin ray 14 (Figure 4B,C). A simultaneous downward rotation of the ventral half occurred 
during this initial sweep, creating a curvature in the fin’s webbing. Next, the dorsal half of the fin 
swept forward. The ventral half then rotated upwards, and the two halves realigned such that 
the fin became approximately planar (Figure 4D). The instroke followed this realignment (Figure 
4E). During the instroke, fin rays 1 and 14 led the middle rays on the fin’s sweep back to the 
body. 
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Figure 4:   The pectoral fin on the outside of the turn. The fin starts against the body in frame A, sweeps 
through the outstroke (B-C), a transition period (D), and instroke (E) before returning to the body in 
frame F. Fin rays 1 and 14, the two leading edges are represented by the small, solid arrows. Dotted 
arrows show overall fin motions, and the curved solid line indicates the approximate shape of the fin 
base at each time. 
 
 
The fin motions seen in steady swimming are in contrast to those exhibited during the yaw turn. 
While a similar level of control over the fin’s shapes and flexibility is shown in steady swimming, 
the motions of individual portions of the fin are less complex. During a steady swimming stroke 
(Figure 5), the upper (dorsal) and lower (ventral) halves of the fin were swept forward in unison. 
As the fin was swept into the flow, the dorsal and ventral-most fin rays acted as leading edges, 
creating a cupping of the fin about its span-wise axis. A wave of bending traveled along the 
upper leading edge of throughout the stroke [11], [16]. Considerable bending can be observed 
at all times during the motion.  
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Figure 5:   Posterior view of the sunfish performing a steady swimming fin-beat. The pectoral fins, acting 
in unison, each cup about their span-wise axis as they are swept into the flow, with a wave of bending 
traveling along the upper edge.  
 
  
t/T=0.21 t/T=0.42
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2 Design of the Bio-Robotic Fin  
2.1 Design Objectives 
The purpose of this research was to design a bio-robotic fin capable of producing the fin 
motions, forces, and flows of the bluegill’s pectoral fin during a yaw turn. In order to do so, the 
fin had to meet several requirements. It must have the ability to create the complex 3D shapes 
seen in the biological fin, as well as capture the biological fin’s level of flexibility. It must be able 
to create forces and flows comparable to those predicted by CFD. Forces and flows created by 
the bio-robotic fin must be measured experimentally in order to assess its performance. 
Flapping speed, fin motions, fin ray stiffness, and flow speed must all be easily adjusted in order 
to test the fin across a range of conditions. In addition to the kinematics associated with the yaw 
turn, the fin should be able to execute steady swimming and other motions. Having this multi-
functional ability allows the fin to serve as a broader experimental tool, used to investigate a 
variety of hypotheses on fin based swimming.  
2.2 Design Process 
The design process began with the analysis of biological fin motions. CFD supported these 
efforts, by enabling the identification of key components of the motions and dynamics. The fin 
motions were simplified such that a robot could be designed in order to implement them. 
Experimentation was conducted to validate various aspects of this process, such as the 
simplifications used to describe the biological motions. Motions, forces, and flows produced by 
the bio-robotic fin were analyzed, and the entire process was iterated as necessary. 
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A key aspect of the design process was the creation of mathematical models which modeled the 
motions of the bluegill’s pectoral fin rays during the yaw turn. This modeling allowed for the 
design of a base which housed the robotic fin rays which, when actuated, followed trajectories 
that created the necessary fin shapes. The fin rays’ physical properties were designed such that 
their stiffness allowed for the proper level of flexibility when the fin was actuated.  
The final components of the bio-robotic fin included: a base in which the fin rays would sit, 
flexible fin rays, actuators, a mounting structure to which the base and motors would attach, 
and an experimental setup which could measure forces created by the fin. The complexity of 
some of the fin motions required a device with a large number of actuated degrees of freedom 
(DOF) in order to accurately model them; a larger number of DOF than used on the previous 
generation fin built for steady swimming. Actuation had to be accomplished via relatively simple 
programming techniques. 
2.3 Detailed Fin Design 
2.3.1 Modeling the Biological Fin Rays 
Mathematical models of the biological fin rays’ trajectories were used to drive the bio-robotic 
fin rays. 3D kinematic data of the biological fin rays throughout the yaw turn was reconstructed 
using visualization software (Figure 6). Individual fin ray motions were tracked, and 
mathematical curves were fitted to the data points representing their motions in order to model 
their trajectories. This visual identification was in contrast to the building of a kinematic model 
for the steady swimming fin [26], [27]. In the creation of fin ray trajectories for the steady 
swimming model, proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) was used to break down the motion 
of the biological fin into orthogonal modes. The model was then reduced from a total of 19 
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modes, to a lower order model consisting of the highest energy modes most responsible for the 
majority of the overall motion. POD was not an available option for the yaw turn, because 
sufficient data did not exist. Steady swimming fin motions are repeatable, allowing multiple data 
sets to be gathered. The yaw turn was a response by the fish to a specific set of conditions; 
conditions not necessarily repeatable for multiple experiments.  
 
 
Figure 6:   The outside fin during a turn. Starting in frame A, the fin sweeps out of the page, and returns 
to the body in frame E. 
 
 
The first step used to simplify the design of the bio-robotic fin was in the selection of biological 
fin rays to be modeled. The bluegill’s pectoral fin possesses 14 fin rays. Five of the 14 fin rays 
were chosen for inclusion on the robot: fin rays 1, 4, 7, 10, and 14 (numbered from the dorsal-
most ray). The same five chosen for the steady swimming fin, these rays simplify the anatomy of 
Top of  fish
Front of fish
Ray 1
Ray 14
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the biological fin, while still defining the complex shapes it is capable of taking throughout the 
stroke.  
The 3D data for each fin ray were used to generate individual trajectories for the robotic fin 
rays.  Although the 3D positions along the full length of each fin ray throughout the stroke were 
collected, only three points at the base of each ray were used to develop models of the driven 
motion. The distal end of the fin bends considerably due to hydrodynamic loading, but the base 
of each fin ray, which is significantly stiffer, remains rather straight throughout the fin-beat. 
Consequently, the motions of the fin ray bases represent the driven motion of the fin, rather 
than the dynamic motions of the full fin. 
In analyzing the motions of individual fin rays, it was necessary to understand their motion 
relative to the fish body, rather than with respect to a global coordinate system. The 3D data 
included the combined motion of the fins and fish body throughout the maneuver. Points 
existed for all 14 fin rays on each pectoral fin, as well as six points representing the fish body, at 
21 time steps throughout the maneuver. First, the body and fins were reoriented in order to 
ease in the observation of fin motions. The point at the top of the body was translated to the 
origin to serve as an anchor point. Two rotations were performed so that the center line of the 
body lay in the YZ plane, and the point on the tip of the tail lay along the Y-axis. Unique 
transformations reoriented the body points at each time. The translations and rotations 
required for the body’s reorientation were applied to the fins at each step as well. This resulted 
in the fins retaining their motions, but relative to body points that at each time were fixed in 
space. 
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Fin ray trajectories were generated by projecting the three base points of each fin ray onto 
planes in the 3D Cartesian grid. A straight line was drawn through each triplet (Figure 9); the 
angle that each line made with respect to the horizontal axis was tracked and plotted. The set of 
angles represented the full rotation of the fin ray’s base points through a single plane of motion. 
Trajectories were created by fitting multi-term Fourier series to each set of angles.  
 
 
Figure 7:   Fitting a trajectory to fin ray 14’s main plane of rotation. Each point represents the angle 
made by a triplet’s orientation to a reference at that point in time, as in Figure 9.  
 
 
Fourier series were chosen as the form of the fitting function because they allowed for a base 
trajectory whose frequency could be adjusted when performing experiments. Adjusting this 
frequency allowed for the bio-robotic fin to be operated over a range of flapping speeds. Using 
Fourier series posed some problems however. Small undesired artifacts arose due to modeling 
accuracy constraints. When initially implemented, such artifacts created small unwanted 
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motions of the fin rays. This was often due to the fact that the 3D data of the bluegill’s fin ended 
before the fin had returned to the body. Thus, it was difficult to fit a function to a set of points 
that did not start and stop at a similar value. Tighter fits were later established using higher 
frequency terms in the Fourier series.  
The motion of three of the five robotic fin rays (1, 10, and 14) could not be accurately modeled 
as an angular rotation within a plane (Figure 8A). Fin rays 10 and 14, which comprised the 
ventral half of the bio-robotic fin, exhibited more complex motions (Figure 8B) than then medial 
fin rays 4 and 7, since they were responsible for creating the curvature of the webbing during 
the outstroke (Figure 4C). The base points of fin rays 10 and 14 traced an elliptical cone through 
3D, as opposed to the planar rotations of 4 and 7. Fin ray 1’s added dimension of motion was 
not as pronounced as fin rays 10 and 14, but like 10 and 14, it was modeled with the same 
degree of complexity in order to have full active control over the leading edges of the fin. The 
3D motions of 1, 10, and 14 were simplified to rotations in two orthogonal planes about a single 
point of rotation, where translations of this rotation point were omitted. This modeling allowed 
the 3D rotations to be modeled in much the same way as the 1D fin rays, with an additional 
plane of rotation, requiring a more complicated mechanical joint.  
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Figure 8:   A) Fin ray fourteen’s base points through selected time steps during a steady swimming 
outstroke, and B) the same base points during a yaw turn. In both cases, the fin ray starts in the XY 
plane, and moves into the +Z. 
 
 
Just as Fourier series were fitted to the planar rotations of fin rays 4 and 7, the same technique 
was used to fit Fourier series to the major (sweep) and minor (lateral) axes of rotation for fin 
rays 1, 10, and 14. All eight trajectories, the sweep and lateral rotations, are listed below. 
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Table 1:   Trajectories for the sweep and lateral motions of the fin rays, described as Fourier series. 
 Sweep 
Fin ray 1 1.128sin4   
Fin ray 4 
  
Fin ray 7 
  
Fin ray 10 1.121sin4   
Fin ray 14 
3.923sin4   
  
 Lateral Motions 
Fin ray 1 
  
Fin ray 10 3.339sin4   
Fin ray 14 2.553sin4 +1.471cos5 +0.014sin5   
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Each trajectory was scaled in order to fit the range of the motor output. For example, to apply 
 to a motor that operates from a pulse width modulation (PWM) range of 500 to 
2500, the following equation was used:  
 
 
This started the trajectory from a value of 2000. The negative one points the curve downward 
towards the lower limit of 500, and the 11.1 is a scaling factor that outputs a degree rotation. 
The lines through each triplet at a given time step were also used to calculate the location of 
each center of rotation (COR). In most cases, the area of intersection was approximately a small 
area no larger than a few millimeters wide. The center of rotation was chosen to be at the area 
of densest concentration, with particular importance being paid to the intersection of the first 
and last time steps. If an area of dense concentration was not present, the center of the 
intersection region was chosen as the COR (Figure 9). Repeating this process in an orthogonal 
plane gave the center of rotation’s position in 3D. 
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Figure 9:   Triplets of 3D positional data for the YZ plane of fin ray 4’s major plane of rotation. The large 
dot in the lower left hand corner is the location of the center of rotation in this plane (its size is 
exaggerated).  
 
 
2.3.2 Fin Base Design 
The fin base serves several important functions. The bio-robotic fin rays attach to it. The relative 
location of the fin rays within the base defines the curvature of the fin, and enables them to 
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accurately follow their trajectories in 3D. The base also attaches to the mount, which enables 
the fin rays to be actuated, and ultimately, allows forces and flows to be measured.  
It was required that the base have a sufficient number of individually controlled, actuated 
degrees of freedom in order to accurately move the fin rays along their prescribed paths. It must 
be sufficiently strong to withstand the pull of the motors. Its size should be as small as possible 
in order to reduce drag created by the area it presents into the flow.   
Several design goals had to be achieved in order for the base to perform all of these functions. 
Multi-DOF joints had to be designed to create the more complex trajectories of fin rays 1, 10, 
and 14. Independent control over each degree of freedom on the 2DOF joints had to be 
maintained, i.e. coupling between the two axes of rotation had to be minimized. The difficulty in 
de-coupling these motions arose from when the joint rotated along one of its axes; it pulled one 
of the tendons actuating the other axis tight, and the other loose. This change in tension 
adversely affected the responsiveness of the fin ray, which meant that it was unable to properly 
follow its trajectory.  
Several 2DOF joint designs were tested: a ball and socket, a universal joint, and a rotating 
platform. Prototypes were constructed using a fused deposition modeling machine (FDM), or 
“3D printer” (Dimension Elite, Stratasys, Inc., Eden Prairie, MN). The first two, a ball and 
socket joint (Figure 10A) and a universal joint (Figure 10B), were incapable of the angular 
rotation needed by the fin rays. The ball and socket only allowed 20 degrees in all directions, 
and the U-joint could only provide a second plane of rotation for insufficiently small angles of 
rotation of what was need in the primary sweep direction. 
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Figure 10:   Proof of concepts for A) ball and socket joint, B) universal joint 
 
 
The rotating platform design involved a drastically different concept than the ball and socket 
and U-joint. Rather than trying to move the hinge from side to side through its second plane of 
rotation (the hinge itself was still used for the larger, primary plane of rotation), the entire 
platform on which the hinge sat would be able to move. Short pivot points were fixed to either 
end, along the longitudinal direction of the hinge’s platform. The first iteration of the rotating 
platform was actuated by the tendons attached to a wheel on the end of an extended pivot 
point (Figure 11). However, this design created too much stress on a pivot made from plastic 
this long to handle, and was too large to be effectively packaged in the small spaces required for 
the fin. The final design moved the tendon attachment points for lateral sweep, to the sides of 
the platform itself. The pivot points were made much shorter. Finally, the hinge was embedded 
in the platform as deeply as possible, so that its pivot point was a minimal distance away from 
the platform’s axis of rotation, minimizing the change in length of the tendons. Once minimized, 
the joint was integrated into a full base (Figure 12). 
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Figure 11:   Rotating platform proof of concept for 2DOF joint. Tendons attached to the wheel at the 
rear post.  
 
 
2.3.2.1 “Base 1.0” 
Base 1.0 was fabricated from ABSplus plastic in a single printing (Figure 12). It had multiple 
rotating segments, which were physically unconnected to the main structure of the base, but 
rather separated during the build by a dissolvable support material. The removal of this support 
material allowed for the free rotation of the rotating segments; the 2DOF joints. The base 
contained three rotating platform 2DOF joints, and two 1DOF joints. Tendon straightening 
points were placed beneath each platform to allow the lines to pull from a constant angle, 
eliminating any singularities.  The main structure was then put on a 16 degree angle with 
respect to the vertical, mimicking the orientation of the fin girdle on the fish. Requirements in 
the design of the base were:  all fin rays must be properly moved along their trajectories in 
order to ensure accurate fin motions, and the base itself must be robust enough to allow for 
extensive experimentation. 
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Independent control of the sweep and lateral directions of motion for each of the 2DOF joints 
was required for accurate fin ray motions. Small amounts of coupling between each platform’s 
two axes of rotation existed, but the amount was small enough that it did not prohibit 
independent control. Coupling could never completely be eliminated with any of the 2DOF joint 
designs, and the rotating platform joint minimized that issue.  
Initially, the robustness of the plastic base structure supporting the fin rays was overestimated. 
The strength with which the servo-motors actuating the fin rays pulled was enough to cause 
noticeable bending of the structure. A supporting frame was built to reinforce the attachment of 
the fin ray platforms to the rest of the base. While this solution was sufficient, it presented a 
much larger structure to the oncoming flow, increasing drag. It is possible that a different 
material, such as resins commonly used in stereo lithography machines, would be strong enough 
to resist the force of the motors without bending, and therefore not require the added support.  
Overall, this base design was able to accomplish its primary design objectives. The fin rays all 
followed their trajectories properly, as evidenced by the fin’s ability to create shapes that 
compared well with computer models of the digitized positional data. Decoupling of the sweep 
and lateral motions was accomplished. Robustness and size posed problems however. The 
plastic pivot points for each rotating platform were too weak to support the loads responsible 
for actuating the joints over an extended period of time. The attachment points for tendons 
responsible for lateral rotations were also weakened over time. Lastly, the size of the supporting 
structure that was needed created an overly large structure to be presented into a flow.  
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Figure 12:   A) “Base 1.0” with all five fin rays and webbing attached. Tendons pass over a Teflon 
bearing at the bottom of the base. Base is approximately 70mm across. B) Close-up of rotating, 2DOF 
joints. All fin rays are mounted on gray hinges for their primary planes of rotation. The added support 
structure attaches on either side, and connects back to the base. C) Underside of the base, and D) Close-
up of underside. Example of attachment point of lateral line (solid circle), and tendon straightening 
point for lateral lines (dashed circle).  
 
 
D
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2.3.2.2 “Base 1.5” 
The second version of the base effectively used the same design as the first; but certain 
components were made more robust. The plastic pivot points which were initially integrated 
into each platform were removed. A hole, 4mm deep, replaced each pivot, which allowed for 
the insertion of a 2mm diameter stainless steel dowel pin (Figure 13A). This eliminated the most 
severe point of failure, with all of the platforms’ loads being supported by a metal pin rather 
than a plastic one. The second failure point was the lateral lines’ attachment points. Over time, 
the tendons pulled through the layers of plastic, splitting the holes open. Metal washers were 
glued over top of the holes in such a way that the tendons now pulled against them, rather than 
against the plastic itself (Figure 13B). The size of the base was not addressed until base 2.0. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13:   Base 1.5, with A) metal pins visible, and B) reinforced lateral line attachment points. 
A
B
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2.3.2.3 “Base 2.0” Concept 
Another base was designed (Figure 14), which was a conceptual departure from the rotating 
platform base. While this design was never built, it attempted to address two primary issues in 
the current design: reducing the size of the base, while maintaining the decoupling of sweep and 
lateral motions. 
Size was addressed in two ways: a change in material, and a new method of rotating the fin rays. 
Rather than using hinges for the primary direction of rotation, which limit the angular to travel 
to 90 degrees, the fin rays would be mounted on gimbals. The gimbals would be placed such 
that when fin rays were attached, their centers of rotation were in the same prescribed 
locations. These gimbals would be able to rotate almost up to 180 degrees, eliminating the 
restrictions of bases 1.0 and 1.5 which could only rotate 90 degrees. The gimbals pivot about 
metal axes (Figure 14-B2), likely stainless steel dowel pins. Each pin would then connect back to 
a base plate via another metal rod. Using metal, as opposed to printing the entire base from ABS 
plastic, would eliminate the need to build a large supporting structure, and minimize the overall 
profile of the base. Tendons, passing through the base plate, would attach to each gimbal using 
a capstan (Figure 14B-4). The tendons would wrap around the capstan in either direction, in 
much the same way that they attach to the servo motors.  
Lateral motions would be accomplished by rotating the hinges 90 degrees in the gimbals. 
Tendons would pass to each hinge through small holes in the gimbal itself (Figure 14B-5). 
Reducing the radius of the bottom of the gimbal, over which the tendons would pass when the 
gimbal was rotating, minimizes any change in lateral tendon length or tension.  
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Certain issues would have to be resolved for this design to be built. The necessarily small size of 
the gimbals would require a more accurate rapid prototyping procedure, such as stereo 
lithography. A method of joining the axis of each gimbal to its connecting rod would have to be 
established. Despite these details, this gimbaled design presents one possible solution to the 
concerns posed by the current base design. 
 
 
Figure 14:   Conceptual base design. Fin rays mount onto hinges (2), which are rotated 90 degrees from 
designs of base 1.0 and 1.5. Gimbals (4) rotate the fin rays up to 180 degrees, and the hinges are used 
for lateral motions. Using metal pins (3) to connect each gimbal to the base plate (1) eliminates the 
need for a large supporting structure. Each gimbal is approximately 10mm long, 10mm in diameter at 
its widest point, and 5mm in diameter at its smallest. 
 
 
2.3.3 Fin Ray Design 
2.3.3.1 Physical Modeling 
Bio-robotic fin rays were required that would have an appropriate dynamic interaction with the 
water, and direct forces along the same 3D paths at the biological fin rays. This was 
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accomplished by scaling the flexural rigidity (E*I) of the bio-robotic rays to that of the biological 
rays, as was done for the steady swimming fin [1], [29]. Scaling the flexural rigidity produced the 
same curvature in the bio-robotic rays as that observed in the biological rays when under 
hydrodynamic loading. The scaling law that had been developed previously [29] related the 
curvature of the larger robotic fin rays, to the smaller biological rays, using a first order 
approximation based on the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation. The EI values of the robotic fin rays 
were then scaled up from area moment of inertia (I) and stiffness (E) data taken from the 
biological rays. Tangorra showed that this scaling technique produced bio-robotic fin rays that, 
over a certain stiffness range, produced forces and flows associated with a steady swimming 
stroke. 
Using this same modeling technique, the maneuvering fin was initially given fin rays with EI 
values 2000× those of the biological fin rays, justified by the fin’s stiffer appearance during the 
yaw turn than during steady swimming. While these fin rays produced maneuvering motions, 
forces, and flows that compared well with those predicted by CFD, they appeared overly stiff to 
the experienced biologists in the Lauder Lab. A more flexible set of 1000× fin rays were tested 
on the maneuvering fin in a second set of trials. These more flexible fin rays produced results 
even more in line with CFD, and appeared much more biologically accurate to Dr. Lauder’s 
trained eye. 
2.3.3.2 Construction of Fin Rays 
All fin rays (Figure 15) were built out of ABSplus on the same FDM machine that produced the 
base. As previously discussed, their flexural rigidity (EI) was scaled to that of the biological fin 
rays in order for the robotic rays to have a similar curvature when under hydrodynamic loading.  
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Because the Young’s Modulus (E) was fixed, the EI value was modulated by changing each ray’s 
area moment of inertia (I). Previous studies [28] had shown that starting with a rectangular 
cross section, and tapering it in two directions along its length according to a scaling law, 
produced the proper curvature. 
While the use of a 3D printer makes building fin rays easier, it is not without its problems. The 
orientation of each ray had to be considered due to the manner in which the FDM machine built 
its pieces. The print head lays down liquid plastic in layers, building each piece from the bottom 
up. It was observed that if a thin enough fin ray was built with either dimension (width or 
height) of the fin ray’s cross section laid flat, the layers would split apart when the fin ray was 
loaded. The solution consisted of building each fin ray on a 45 degree angle. Small fillets were 
added where the fin ray connected to its base, as sharp corners produced high stress 
concentrations. The minimum wall thickness printable by the machine also had to be considered 
when designing components. 
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Figure 15:   Bio-robotic fin rays, made out of ABSplus plastic, on a test platform. The longest fin ray is 
152mm in length. 
 
 
2.3.4 Webbing 
The purpose of the webbing was to provide a surface in-between the fin rays that could 
reproduce the effect of the fish fin’s webbing; to manipulate a mass of water in order to 
generate forces. The bio-robotic webbing was desired to have good stretchability 
characteristics, without being too porous. An overly porous material would be unable to 
effectively control a mass of water. Overly stiff webbing would be unable to stretch to the 
variety of shapes required of the fin.  
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The same webbing was used on the maneuvering fin as was used on the steady swimming fin 
[29]; thin (0.30mm) weaves of polyester (82%) and elastane (18%). Pockets for each fin ray were 
sewn in such a way that the webbing was taut when the fin was against the “body.” Dots were 
placed along each fin ray, and on the spaces in-between, to aid in tracking the kinematics of the 
fin with high speed video.  
2.4  Mounting System for Fin and Motors 
The objective of the mounting system was to be able to perform experiments with the fin. The 
mount served as a housing for the fin and motors, and allowed the assembly to be placed into 
an experimental setup used for measuring motions, forces, and flows.  
The fin and motor assembly was attached to a carriage that rested upon air bearings (New Way 
S301301, New Way Air Bearings, Aston PA) which were mounted on the top of a flow tank as in 
(Figure 16) [29]. The carriage could translate fore and aft, and laterally, or could be fixed against 
two s-beam load cells (Futek L2357, Futek Advanced Sensor technology, Irvine CA) so that thrust 
and lateral forces could be measured. Of thrust / drag, lift, and lateral forces, only two of the 
three could be measured at one time. 
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Figure 16:   Experimental setup. The fin mount is suspended from the air bearing carriage, allowing for 
frictionless movement and accurate force measurement. Mirrors (not shown) capture the lateral, 
ventral, and posterior views of the fin during its motion. Thrust forces are directed to the left and right 
of the figure, and lateral force is directed out of the page. 
 
 
The fin attached to the bottom of the mount and the motors at the top. This placement meant 
that when the structure was placed in the flow tank, the fin was submerged, while the motors 
remained above the surface of the water. 
The orientation of the fin on the mount was of critical importance in order for the proper forces 
to be measured. Of thrust / drag, lift / negative lift, and contra / ipsi-lateral (to the opposite / 
same side) force, it was determined that thrust and lateral forces be measured to most 
accurately assess the robotic fin’s ability to create the forces and flows necessary for the yaw 
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turn. The fin was then oriented on the mount in such a way that thrust and lateral forces were 
measured. 
With the orientation of the fin on the mount set, little room was left for the mount itself to fit 
inside the inner dimensions of the tank when the fin was actuated. This led to a problem which 
would eventually become the single most important concept in the design of the fin mount: 
tendon management. The large number of tendons all had to pass back to their respective 
motors without interfering with each other, within a confined area. In addition, tensioners were 
placed in each line that had to be accessible by hand once the robot was strung up. These two 
problems, the size of the mount, and the ease with which the tendons could be tightened, were 
ultimately solved in the second mount design. 
2.4.1 “Mount 1.0” 
The first main version of the mount (Figure 17) consisted of two main acrylic sheets (Figure 17-
D) which housed the motors and provided most of the structure’s rigidity. The mount was 
spanned by aluminum and Delrin supports, many of which were functional components. Delrin 
AF, which is Delrin impregnated with Teflon, was used extensively throughout the mount for 
bearing surfaces due to its low coefficient of friction, resistance to moisture, and machinability. 
The fin base spanned the two acrylic sheets, and attached to the bottom of the mount. A Delrin 
plate was placed on the back of the base with a row of filleted holes, evenly spacing the bottom 
eleven tendons. All 16 of the tendons then had to make a 90 degree bend up to the motors. In 
doing so, sufficient clearance had to remain between each tendon. For this clearance to remain 
for the duration of each tendon’s run, every tendon had to remain in place. This was 
accomplished with two banks of Delrin posts, each of which had circumferential slots cut into 
them to prohibit the tendons from sliding (Figure 18-B).  
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Figure 17:   “Mount 1.0”. The tendons that actuate each fin ray bend upwards from the base at the bank 
of Delrin posts (A). In-line tensioners (B) allow each line to be fine tuned until taut. The tendons then 
connect to servo motors (C), which remain above the surface of the water. The structure is built 
primarily from two acrylic sheets (D).  
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Figure 18:   Tendon management system. A) Double banks of Delrin posts, over which the tendons 
coming from the fin (left, not shown) pass. B) Circumferential slots to prevent the tendons from sliding. 
Tensioners are visible in each line, which pass through a Delrin plate. The motors are behind the white 
Delrin plate (right, not shown).  
 
 
To connect a fin ray to its motor, a capstan (Figure 19) was fixed to the top of the servo motor 
output shaft. Tendons were then wrapped around the capstan in each direction (clockwise and 
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counter-clockwise), and fed down to the fin ray. Before the line reached the fin ray, it was split, 
and a tensioner inserted.  
 
 
 
Figure 19:   Six of the eight motors used. Incoming tendons wrap around the capstan (yellow) on each 
motor.  
 
 
Because all of the motors were on two parallel surfaces (the upper and lower acrylic plates), the 
motors had to sit at different heights in order to prevent the tendons from interfering with each 
other. This necessitated the addition of another Delrin plate (Figure 18-B), complete with guide 
holes for each motor’s pair of tendons at the proper height.  
While this mounting system enabled the fin to successfully create the maneuvering motions, its 
size prohibited it from being oriented properly in the flow tank. Mount 1.0 was therefore unable 
to be tested under a flow; a necessary condition, as it was one experienced by the fish. As a 
compromise, forces were measured with the fin in still water, since that was the only 
orientation where the mount would fit. Results of these trials are discussed in section 4. The 
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inability of mount 1.0 to be tested under flow meant that the entire mounting system had to be 
redesigned.  
 
2.4.2 “Mount 2.0” 
 
 
Figure 20:   Front, side, and rear views of Mount 2.0 
 
 
The second and final version of the mounting system (Figure 20) involved a complete redesign 
of the entire structure and tendon management system. In order for the fin to be properly 
oriented in the flow tank, and still have room to fully open up, the mount’s width had to be 
reduced from approximately 150mm to 45mm, a threefold decrease. Several other 
improvements over mount 1.0 were made.  
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Figure 21:   CAD model of the mount, used to verify that the clearance within the tank and experimental 
setup was sufficient when the longest fin ray was extended. The front and rear walls of the tank are 
represented by (A), and the air bearing carriage by (B). The motor plate (C) sits above the tank and air 
bearing setup. Fin ray 4, the longest fin ray, is extending in (D).  
 
 
 
First, the tendons were no longer attached directly to holes on the fin rays themselves, but 
rather to the hinges upon which the fin rays sat (Figure 22). When direct attachment was 
originally used, changing the fin rays to those of a different stiffness was prohibitively time 
consuming. The tendons had to be cut each time a different fin ray was desired. Instead, small 
holes were drilled into each fin ray’s hinge, to which the tendons were permanently attached. 
Stronger knots were tied and glued, in order to prevent the knots unraveling, as was seen in the 
A A
B
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first mount. Different fin rays could then be easily mounted without retying all of the knots and 
tendons, and re-tensioning the lines.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 22:   Close-up, with tendons attaching directly to hinges (gray) visible.  
 
 
Secondly, all of the motors were now placed above the entire mount, on a plate perpendicular 
to the main structure (Figure 21-C).While originally dictated by width constraints, this placement 
had the advantageous benefit of making all of the motors and tensioners easily accessible by 
hand, even while the fin was in the tank. Previously, it had been difficult to access each of the 
tensioners, and the entire mount had to be removed from the tank in order to re-tension a 
single line. Placing the motor plate above the main structure made tensioning considerably 
easier, and a far more efficient process. 
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Figure 23:   Motor plate. In this configuration, the tensioners may be accessed even while the mount is 
in the tank, as is the case in this picture. Compare to Figure 18, where all of the tensioners are between 
the two acrylic sheets, and inside the tank.  
 
 
The most difficult aspect of the mount’s design was tendon management. Tendon management 
involved the placement of the tendons such that they did not interfere with each other 
anywhere within the base or mount. With mount 2.0’s reduction in size, the lines were no 
longer able to be spread out across the full width of mount 1.0. Instead, they all made the 
vertical turn up the structure towards the motors in approximately 15mm.  Additionally, each 
tendon had to be sufficiently close to its counterpart (i.e. fin ray 4 clockwise and fin ray 4 
counterclockwise) before it traveled the height of the structure, so that the pair could connect 
to the same motor. Much effort was spent before the following arrangement (Figure 24A-C) of 
Delrin posts redirected each tendon next to its counterpart, yet sufficiently far enough away 
from every other tendon. When the tendons finally reached the top (Figure 24D), they took one 
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more turn before being split off to their respective motor banks. Aluminum supports were 
added to stiffen the structure, as was a plate, meant to simulate the fish body behind the fin 
(Figure 24E).  
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Figure 24:   A) Close-up of Delrin posts used for tendon management, before assembly. B) Delrin post 
array in assembled mount. C) Tendons passing through Delrin plate on their way up the structure. D) 
Tendons make their final turn, splitting off over Delrin posts to either bank of motors. E) Side view of 
plate meant to simulate fish body. 
 
E
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Mount 2.0, along with base 1.5, was a much more robust and testable device. It allowed the fin 
to be successfully tested under a flow, with the added benefits of greater mechanical 
robustness, and far more efficient methods of swapping fin rays and tensioning the tendons.  
2.5 Actuation Control Programs 
Programs were required to control the servo-motors actuating the fin ray motions. The 
programs has to be simple enough to be written in a basic programming language, but powerful 
enough to give full control over the fin’s operation. Parameters such as flapping speed, angular 
displacement, and the type of trajectories executed (maneuvering or steady swimming) all had 
to be easily modified during experimentation. 
2.5.1 “Program 1.0” 
The first motor control program commanded the eight analog servos (HS-645MG, Hitec 
RCD USA, Inc., Poway, CA) via a USB servo controller. The program itself was written in Visual 
Basic using Microsoft Visual Studio.net 2003, with select components from National Instruments 
Measurement Studio. Programming requirements included the ability to command the fin to 
execute the yaw turn maneuvering motion as well as the steady swimming motion from a 
previous fin [29]. A range of variables such as amplitude, phase, flapping frequency, and the 
signal update rate were able to be controlled.  
While program 1.0 allowed the fin to successfully produce the two swimming motions, it was 
determined that the frequency at which the fin was activating was much slower than what was 
actually being commanded. This was likely due to a variety of reasons. The length of the USB 
cable connecting the computer to the controller was the first bottleneck. Secondly, the 
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controller activated each servo serially; each servo’s position was updated in turn, producing a 
lag between the first and eighth servos at the end of each update cycle.   
2.5.2 “Program 2.0” 
A new program was written for the mount 2.0 / base 1.5 fin. The program was written in the 
2008 version of Visual Studio in order to control the new digital servos (HSR-5990TG, Hitec RCD 
USA, Inc., Poway, CA), which provided greater speed and torque than the analog servos. Most 
importantly, these new motors were controlled by a Lynx Motion SSC-32 Servo Control Board, 
which has the ability to output 32 different, simultaneous signals. The same variables were 
controlled as before, with the amplitude of individual fin ray’s trajectories being adjustable real 
time as well. The combination of improved actuator performance, and having all eight motors 
commanded in parallel, produced results considerably closer to the original commands.  
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3 Experimentation 
Experiments were run to identify the motions, forces, and flows created by the bio-robotic fin, 
and to compare them to those made by the fish. Experimentation was conducted in two stages. 
The first stage involved preliminary tests run in a tank of static water at Drexel University. The 
second stage consisted of two sets of tests run at Harvard University, which gave a more 
complete quantification of the forces and flows produced by the fin. The purpose of the 
preliminary tests was to give an initial assessment of the fin, before a more complete 
assessment took place at Harvard. Of the two sets of experiments conducted at Harvard, the 
first used base 1.0, mount 1.0, program 1.0, 2000× fin rays, and was operated in still water. High 
speed video recorded fin motions, and the air bearing system measured forces. This set of tests 
could not be conducted with a flow, due to the previously mentioned problem of orientation. 
The second set used base 1.5, mount 2.0, program 2.0, and 1000× fin rays. A redesign of the 
mount reoriented the fin, enabling the inclusion of flow. This reorientation allowed for DPIV 
data to be collected, in addition to motions and forces. 
3.1 Visual and Qualitative Tests 
The behavior of the fin was assessed visually in a series of qualitative tests. The first test was to 
observe the fin performing the yaw turn in air at various speeds. When it was determined that 
the fin produced its necessary components of motion, such as the curvature in the ventral half 
and the lagged sweep of the dorsal half, the fin was placed in still water. Visual identification of 
the hydrodynamics resulting from the motion was obtained by introducing a small amount of 
colored dye into the water as the fin was actuated. These tests produced the desired results to 
be discussed in greater detail in section 4. 
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3.2 Measurement of Motions, Forces, and Flows 
3.2.1 Experimental Set 1: Mount 1.0 and Base 1.0 
As mentioned in section 2.4.1, fin 1.0’s size required it to be oriented in the tank in such a way 
that the fin was perpendicular to the flow when it was fully against the fish “body” at the 
beginning of each stroke. For this reason, all experimental trials on the first fin were conducted 
without flow. 
 
 
Figure 25:   Fin 1.0 in the tank. Its orientation prohibited the use of flow during experimentation. 
 
 
Thrust and drag, and lateral forces (contra-lateral – towards the side opposite the fin, ipsi-lateral 
– towards the side of the fin) were measured as the fin executed the maneuvering yaw turn. The 
fin was actuated to complete the maneuvering motion in 3.5, 1.8, 1.2, and 1.0 seconds. The 
Direction 
of Flow
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steady swimming motions were executed in periods of 3.0, 1.5, and 1.0 seconds. Steady 
swimming motions were carried out in order to form a means of comparison between this fin 
and the fin designed specifically to execute the steady swimming motion. Trials were separated 
by several minutes to ensure that flow had come to a rest after the previous trial. High speed, 
high definition video (250 fps, Photron 1024x1024, Photron USA, Inc., San Diego, CA) was taken 
of the fin from both the lateral and ventral views.  
Thrust and lateral force data were collected by the two Futek force sensors at 200 Hz (National 
Instruments 6035, National Instruments Corporation, Austin TX). Representative results for the 
force produced by a single stroke cycle (outstroke, instroke) were made by averaging the force 
from three independent cycles; and low pass filtering the averaged result at 2 Hz. The low pass 
filter was designed using the Kaiser window method to have a passband frequency of 2 Hz, a 
stopband frequency of 4 Hz, and a peak error of 10-3 [22]. Data were filtered to generate force 
curves representative of the fin’s overall performance, rather than highlight smaller oscillations 
in forces. These oscillations occurred mainly in the thrust measurements, but for consistency, 
the low pass filter was applied to both thrust and lateral measurements (Figure 26). This is 
addressed more thoroughly in sections 4 and 5. The effectiveness of the fin at producing thrust 
was evaluated by calculating the impulse imparted to the water by the fin in the thrust and the 
lateral directions. The impulse, which equals the change in momentum of the water, was 
approximated by numerically integrating the area under the force curves over a given period 
using a trapezoidal method [24].  
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Figure 26:   An example of some of the filtering used on the data presented. The dotted points 
represent the raw, unfiltered data, and the solid line is the result of a low pass filter. 
 
 
3.2.2 Experimental Set 2: Mount 2.0 and Base 1.5  
Fin 2.0 was oriented with a flow. A flow speed of 90 mm/s was used; a value that matches a 
speed used in experiments on other fins. The same flow speed was used across all trials. The 
same experimental setup as was used for fin 1.0 was used for the collection of force data and 
high speed video (500 fps). Data were filtered with through a low pass filter designed using the 
Kaiser window method, with a passband frequency of 4 Hz, a stopband frequency of 6 Hz. Fin 
rays with stiffness 1000× were then used for the fin to perform the yaw turn and steady 
swimming motions. The yaw turns were activated in 2.3, 1.3, and 1.0 seconds, and the steady 
swimming motion with 2.0, 1.0, and 0.7 second periods (0.5, 1.0, and 1.4 Hz).   
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Figure 27:   Fin 2.0 in the flow tank. Reorienting the fin allowed for the fin to be tested with a flow. 
 
 
DPIV was conducted in order to quantitatively evaluate the resulting flows. Digital particle image 
velocimetry works by tracking the position and velocity of tiny reflective particles in the flow 
with high speed video [6]. Laser light is focused into a thin sheet, and passed over the fin (Figure 
28). The laser sheet was positioned at the vertical midline of the fin, and far enough behind the 
fin to capture any resulting hydrodynamics. 
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Figure 28:   DPIV of the bio-robotic fin. Reflective particles are visible as they are illuminated by the two 
overlapping sheets of laser light. 
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4 Results 
 
As previously stated, the primary objectives of the bio-robotic fin were to create the motions, 
forces, and flows made by the bluegill’s pectoral fin during a yaw turn. As a secondary goal, the 
bio-robotic fin should retain the ability to create the motions, forces, and flows associated with 
a steady swimming stroke. Results will be presented for two fin configurations: a fin with 1000× 
fin rays, which was operated in a flow, and a fin with 2000× fin rays, which was operated in still 
water. 
Fin shapes and motions were evaluated using high speed video of each fin. Forces were 
measured using the air bearing system described in section 2.4. Flows were evaluated 
qualitatively as in section 3.1 using dyed water, and quantitatively using DPIV. 
4.1 Motions 
In general, both the stiff and flexible bio-robotic fins created the proper fin motions, at 
approximately the same times, as the biological fin (Figure 30). Creating the same shapes as the 
biological fin is an important prerequisite for the bio-robotic fin to produce accurate forces and 
flows. The shapes of the bio-robotic fin as it moved through the water were influenced by 
several factors. The starting points of each fin ray, their trajectories, the phase relationship 
between them, and the speed with which they moved all had an effect on whether or not the 
bio-robotic fin was able to create shapes similar to those created by the biological fin.  
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Figure 29:   Lateral and ventral views of the biological and bio-robotic fins at key times during the yaw 
turn. The bio-robotic fin is fitted with 2000× fin rays. 
 
Visually, the dynamic movements of the bio-robotic fin in still water with 2000× fin rays were 
very similar to those made by the fish’s strong side pectoral fin during the yaw turn (Figure 30). 
The shape of the webbing, the timing at which key motions were made, and the deflection of 
the fin rays compared favorably with the fish’s fin at key times throughout the maneuver. The 
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initial sweep of the bio-robotic fin’s ventral half created a smooth curve in the webbing from the 
midline of the fin (fin ray 7) to the bottom (fin ray 14) (Figure 30A). This ventral curvature 
occurred at the same time into each stroke: 25% of the way in (t/T=0.25), despite the difference 
in total stroke times. The ventral half of the biological fin swept out further from the body than 
the ventral half of the bio-robotic fin, because the bio-robotic fin’s sweep was limited to 
approximately 90 degrees of rotation due to the design of the base. Fin ray 14 extended 
approximately 130 degrees from the body on the biological fin, while it extended approximately 
70 degrees on the bio-robotic fin. Shortly after, the dorsal half swept forward, during which 
significant bending of the fin rays occurred. In the stiffer bio-robotic fin, which used 2000× fin 
rays, bending was visible only in the longest ray, fin ray 4. The more flexible fin, which used 
1000× fin rays, exhibited the most bending in fin ray 4, though deflection was also present in fin 
rays 1 and 7. The dorsal halves of the biological and bio-robotic fins swept forward from the 
body at the same time in their respective strokes (Figure 30B), and underwent the same amount 
of angular rotation. The longest biological ray was extended approximately 60 degrees 
(measured clockwise from the horizontal), while the longest bio-robotic ray was extended 55 
degrees. On the instroke, the ventral half of the fin realigned with the dorsal half and the rays 
on the upper and lower edges led the fin’s motion back towards the body (Figure 29B). The 
ventral-most ray, fin ray 14, led fin ray 1 slightly during the instroke for both the 2000× and 
1000× fins. Less deflection was seen in the stiffer bio-robotic fin rays, at this point, than was 
seen by the biological fin (Figure 30C). The more flexible bio-robotic fin created the same 
shapes; the curvature in the ventral webbing, the dorsal sweep which followed, and the 
realignment of the two halves on the instroke, but did so while exhibiting greater amounts of fin 
ray deflection. 
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When the fin executed the fin ray trajectories used for a steady swimming stroke, the dynamic 
motions of the fin were visually different from those of the biological fin and of previous robotic 
fins that had been tuned to produce the steady swimming motions. The ventral portion of the 
maneuvering fin led the medial rays, creating curvature in the webbing. The dorsal half 
appeared more planar, as in the yaw turn (Figure 30A). This is in contrast to the motions created 
by a fin tuned to create thrust as in steady swimming. During the outstroke, the steady 
swimming fin creates a strong cupping motion. Leading edge fin rays 1 and 14 led the fin’s 
motion. The dorsal half of the fin folded down, creating substantial curvature at the base (Figure 
30B). The maneuvering fin was unable to create this cupped shape on the outstroke, and thus, 
did not successfully produce the fin motions and shapes associated with a steady swimming 
stroke. It did, however, still produce curvature in the ventral webbing, and the fin rays executed 
the cyclic sweep motions seen in steady swimming. Likely, more flexible fin rays in a base 
capable of creating the cupping motion would produce a stroke with two thrust peaks, rather 
than a stroke that produces thrust only on the instroke. 
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Figure 30:   Lateral views of A) the maneuvering fin, and B) the steady swimming fin, performing a 
steady swimming stroke. Due to the shape of each fin’s base, the maneuvering fin is unable to create 
the fully cupped shape that the steady swimming fin creates. Frame B is courtesy of James Tangorra. 
 
 
4.2 Forces 
4.2.1 The Yaw Turn 
In general, the fin created contra-lateral and drag force on the outstroke, and thrust and ipsi-
lateral force on the instroke. Forces developed on the outstroke matched CFD predictions of 
forces in relative peak size and timing, while slight differences existed between the two on the 
instroke (Figure 31, Figure 32). Impulse imparted to the water, peak, and average forces 
followed similar trends between the two bio-robotic fins as speed was increased. 
A B
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Figure 31:   CFD simulation of the pectoral fin on the outside of the yaw turn. Traces shown are force 
coefficients. Figure courtesy of Rajat Mittal.  
 
 
 
Figure 32:   Forces produced by the bio-robotic fin performing the yaw turn. Drag is shown as positive in 
this figure for comparison with Figure 31. 
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When a fin with 1000× fin rays executed the maneuver in a flow, the forces produced compared 
well with CFD predictions. CFD simulations of the strong side pectoral fin during the yaw turn 
serve as a useful comparison for the bio-robotic fin, since they predict the magnitude of the 
force coefficients, lateral, lift, and drag, throughout the maneuver. The relative peak size and 
timing of the forces that these coefficients represent serve as a basis to which the same aspects 
in the forces produced by the robotic fin are compared.  
Figure 31 figure displays the force coefficients developed: lateral force (red; contra-lateral - 
positive), drag force (black; drag - positive), and lift force (blue; upward lift - positive). Lateral 
and drag forces are the same colors and directions in Figure 32; lift forces were not measured 
for the bio-robotic fin.  
The peak contra-lateral forces developed in the simulation and by the bio-robotic fin, both 
occurred approximately 20% of the way into the full stroke (t/T = 0.2). The timing of peak drag 
forces also corresponded, though not as closely. Drag forces occurred between t/T = 0.3 and 0.4 
in the simulation, and at approximately t/T = 0.25 to 0.3 experimentally. The ratio of peak 
contra-lateral force to peak drag force was similar. Simulations showed the lateral force to be 
around 2.8 times as large as the drag force, while the ratio seen experimentally was also around 
2.8. 
The instrokes of the bio-robotic fin and of the simulation were also comparable, though distinct 
force peaks did not exist as a method of direct comparison. Small amounts of thrust and ipsi-
lateral force were developed; slightly more of which were seen in the forces produced by the 
bio-robotic fin. A possible explanation for this difference will follow in the discussion section.  
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Lateral and thrust forces were combined in the 2D plane in Figure 34. The resultant force on the 
outstroke is directed in a way that would maneuver the fish back and away from an obstacle, 
and is larger in magnitude than the force on the instroke. The instroke’s combined forces are in 
the opposite direction: thrust, and ipsi-lateral force.  
The peak magnitude of contra-lateral force ranged from twice as large as the drag force at the 
slowest speed, to 3.4 times as large at the fastest speed (Figure 33B). Peak contra-lateral force 
increased 65% across the range of tested speeds, while the peak drag force exhibited a much 
smaller gain of approximately 15% from the slowest to fastest speed (Figure 33A). This was 
inconsistent with what was expected, given that drag force scales with the square of velocity. 
Lastly, these peak magnitudes occurred further into the stroke with each increase in speed.  
Maneuvering forces created by the stiffer fin in still water were qualitatively similar to those 
predicted by CFD, but slight inconsistencies existed between the two that were not present in 
forces produced by the more flexible fin. The ratio of the contra-lateral peak’s magnitude to the 
peaks of other forces was higher than what was predicted by CFD, though the trends sill held. 
Peak magnitudes of all forces were greater than with the more flexible fin in a flow. There was 
however a slight ipsi-lateral force that was created at the very beginning of the stroke. This force 
is inconsistent with the CFD predictions, and its effect – which would be to move the fish toward 
the obstacle – makes little sense behaviorally. This force was caused by an artifact in the motion 
of fin rays 4 and 7 which was necessary to include so that simpler Fourier models of the 
trajectories could be used, as discussed in section 2.3.1.   
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Figure 33:   A) Thrust, and B) lateral forces produced when the fin with 1000× fin rays executed the yaw 
turn in a flow, at three different speeds. 
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Figure 34:   2D forces in the plane of the fish. The outstroke produces a resultant force oriented in the 
lower left quadrant: drag and contra-lateral force. An approximate outline of the fish body and fin are 
shown in gray.  
 
 
The fastest activation speed used on the stiffer fin produced the largest amount of contra-lateral 
impulse and average force, and the second smallest drag impulse. Similarly, the fastest speed 
used for the flexible fin produced the least amount of drag impulse and average force, and the 
highest peak and average contra-lateral force. 
On the outstroke, drag forces produced by each fin followed different trends as speed was 
increased, but a common trend was shared by the fins’ contra-lateral forces. As speed was 
increased, greater increases in peak drag force were seen on the outstroke of the stiffer fin 
(Figure 35C) than the more flexible fin (Figure 35A), where peak drag values reached their 
maximum at the middle operating speed. Both the average force and impulse imparted to the 
water from this drag force decreased with speed for the flexible fin because the peak force 
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remained relatively unchanged, while the duration of the outstroke was shortened. In contrast, 
the average force and impulse saw relatively little change as speed was increased on the stiffer 
fin, since the outstroke’s shortening time was offset by an increasing peak force. Contra-lateral 
force on the outstroke increased in peak magnitude consistently with speed on both fins (Figure 
35B,D). On the flexible fin, the average contra-lateral force plateaued, and the impulse 
decreased slightly (Figure 35B). Both average force and impulse experienced increases with 
speed for the stiffer fin.  
The instroke again saw differing trends in thrust force from each fin, but a common trend in ipsi-
lateral force. Peak and average drag force, and impulse all increased with speed on the flexible 
fin (Figure 35A). These values increased on the stiffer fin as well (Figure 35C), peaking at the 
second fastest speed; all three decreased at the fastest speed. Peak and average ipsi-lateral 
force, and impulse increased with speed on each fin (Figure 35B,D). 
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Figure 35:   Peak force, impulse, and average force related to thrust and lateral forces for the outstroke 
and instroke of each fin. The fin with 2000× fin rays was operated in still water (C and D), and the fin 
with 1000× was operated in a flow (A and B). 
 
 
4.2.2 Steady Swimming 
When steady swimming trajectories were executed, both fins (the 1000× in a flow, and the 
2000× in still water) produced a peak of drag on the outstroke, and a larger peak of thrust on 
the instroke. A peak of contra-lateral force produced on the outstroke was close in magnitude to 
an ipsi-lateral peak generated on the instroke. These forces were qualitatively similar to those 
produced by a steady swimming fin with stiff fin rays.       
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When the fin in still water with 2000× fin rays executed steady swimming trajectories, the bio-
robotic fin produced drag and a contra-lateral force during the outstroke, and thrust and an ipsi-
lateral force during the instroke (Figure 36A). A peak of contra-lateral force produced on the 
outstroke was close in magnitude to an ipsi-lateral peak generated on the instroke Figure 36A). 
The outstroke also developed a small amount of drag, as compared to the larger peak of thrust 
on the instroke. The 2D force trace (Figure 36B) from the fastest steady swimming beat shows 
two portions of almost equal lateral / thrust for the outstroke and instroke. Although 
qualitatively similar to the forces produced during the maneuvering motion, the timing and 
magnitude of the forces were different and thus changed significantly the 2D profile of the 
thrust-lateral force vector (Figure 36B). The magnitudes and the duration of the contra- and the 
ipsi-lateral forces, and of the thrust and drag forces, were more similar to each other when a 
steady swimming trajectory was executed than a yaw turn. Thrust and drag forces were at each 
speed smaller in peak magnitude than the lateral forces. Lateral forces increased as flapping 
speed increased, while the thrust forces peaked at the middle operating speed, a cycle of 1.5s. 
In all measurements, only force data produced during the period of driven motion is shown. 
Measurements did continue for several seconds after the driven motion had stopped.  
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Figure 36:   A) Lateral (solid) and thrust (dotted) steady swimming forces produced during a 1.0s period. 
Traces are averages of several fin-beats. The shaded portion approximately represents the outstroke, 
and the un-shaded portion the instroke. B) 2D force trace of total force produced by the fin during the 
fastest steady swimming beat. The front of the fish is along the positive y-axis. 
 
 
Similarly, when the fin with 1000× fin rays executed the steady swimming motions in a flow, a 
peak of drag was created on the outstroke, and a larger peak of thrust on the instroke; as was 
the case in still water. Since the primary purpose of the steady swimming stroke is to create 
thrust for straight line propulsion, thrust will be the primary result from which trends and 
conclusions about the stroke’s efficacy are drawn. 
The peak magnitude of drag on the outstroke decreased slightly as flapping speed increased 
(Figure 37). However, the period of drag took up a smaller portion of each full stroke as speed 
was increased, making impulse per unit time (effectively average force) a more useful measure. 
Impulse per unit time due to drag decreased by 8% from a flapping speed of 0.5 Hz to 1.0 Hz, 
and by 13% from 1.0 to 1.4 Hz. Conversely, the peak magnitude of thrust on the outstroke 
increased with speed. Impulse per unit time as a result of thrust increased 121% from a speed of 
0.5 to 1.0 Hz, and only 9% when increased to 1.4 Hz.  
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For the full stroke, the slowest speed produced a negative net impulse per unit time. The middle 
speed produced a value approximately 4 times as large as the slowest speed, but had a net 
positive effect. At the fastest flapping speed, the net impulse per unit time increased 2.5 times 
from that of the middle speed. 
 
 
Figure 37:   Thrust forces produced when the fin with 1000× fin rays, operating in a flow, executed a 
steady swimming stroke across three speeds. 
 
 
As was the case in still water, a handful of trials showed the lateral forces on the outstroke and 
instroke to effectively balance each other. In this experimental set however, there were too few 
data sets repeatedly showing balanced lateral forces from which the same conclusion might be 
drawn. One possible reason is a resonance in the structure in the lateral direction, though other 
unknown inconsistencies cannot be ruled out. 
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4.3 Flows 
The fin’s ability to create flows associated with the yaw turn was validated in two ways: by visual 
observations of the behavior of a small amount of dye placed in front of the fin as it was 
activated, and by DPIV. 
The resulting hydrodynamics were evaluated qualitatively by observing the motion of a small 
volume of dye. Dye was introduced to a tank of static water, and the fin was actuated as the dye 
reached the midline of the fin (Figure 38A). The dye’s descent was stopped by the curve created 
by the sweep of the fin’s ventral portion (Figure 38B). As the dorsal half traveled forward to 
complete the outstroke, counter rotating vortices of dye were created on the upper and lower 
leading edges. A strong contra-lateral jet directed between these vortices quickly displaced a 
large portion of the dye away from the fin (Figure 38C). This jet is consistent with the lateral jet 
predicted by the CFD simulation [25], in which the jet remained perpendicular to the body 
throughout the yaw turn. The vortices were shed into the flow before the fin swept through the 
remaining dye on the instroke. On the instroke, two new vortices were formed, rotating in the 
opposite direction. During the instroke, a much smaller, ipsi-lateral jet developed that was 
directed back into the fin.  
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Figure 38:   The fin executing the yaw turn motions, posterior view. Red dye was placed in the water so 
that the resultant flows cold be visualized. Dotted black lines indicate fin motions, and white lines 
represent the movement of the dyed water. 
 
 
Analysis of DPIV data  [10] of a fin with 1000× fin rays performing the maneuver shows the 
creation of a vortex, behind which the strong lateral jet is formed. The vortex developed near 
the tip of the fin (Figure 39A). A jet was formed behind the vortex (Figure 39B), before it was 
shed into the flow at the end of the outstroke. The jet accelerated the flow away from the fin 
(Figure 39C). The reaction force to the acceleration of this mass of water is the contra-lateral 
force developed on the outstroke. This vortex is clearly visible in Figure 40, rotating counter 
clockwise. The upstream orientation of some of the velocity vectors around the fin also indicates 
the production of drag force. 
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Figure 39:   Select times throughout the collection of DPIV data. The motion of the particles is 
approximated by arrows.  
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Figure 40:   DPIV analysis of a 1.3s yaw turn. The fin (white) is rotating clockwise from the upper left 
corner as it sweeps upstream during the outstroke (flow moves from left to right). Arrows represent 
velocity vectors of the reflective particles.  
 
 
DPIV analysis [10] also confirmed the fin’s inability to create thrust on the outstroke when 
steady swimming trajectories were executed. None of the velocity vectors are oriented 
downstream (Figure 41), as they would be during the production of thrust. Instead, a jet is 
developed behind an area of vorticity that is directed partially upstream, showing the 
production of drag and lateral force. 
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Figure 41:   DPIV analysis of the fin executing steady swimming trajectories with a 1.0 Hz flapping speed. 
None of the force developed on the outstroke is oriented downstream as thrust, as it was on a steady 
swimming fin with properly tuned fin rays. 
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5 Discussion 
5.1 Model Validation 
In order for the bio-robotic fin to create the motions, forces, and flows associated with the 
biological fin during the yaw turn, it was necessary to model the biological fin rays’ kinematics 
and stiffness. As shown, the manner in which the kinematics and stiffness were modeled and 
implemented into the bio-robotic fin allowed it to successfully produce the proper motions, 
forces, and flows. 
The modeling of fin ray kinematics was, by necessity, based upon several simplifications of the 
biological fin’s motions. These simplifications were justified when the bio-robotic fin rays 
produced fin shapes and motions very similar to those of the biological fin. It would have been 
impossible to model every aspect of the biological fin due to its complexity, so only those most 
crucial elements were simplified for robotic implementation. In simplifying, it was sufficient to 
model only select fin rays, and to describe their more complicated trajectories as simultaneous 
rotations through two orthogonal planes. 
The method of identifying key elements of the biological fin’s motions via analysis of their 3D 
movements, and supported by CFD simulations, produced fin shapes that compared well with 
those produced by the biological fin. The bio-robotic fin created these shapes with five fin rays, 
rather than modeling all 14 fin rays possessed by the fish. The five bio-robotic rays were chosen 
as the minimum number of fin rays required to form the shapes made by the biological fin as it 
executed the yaw turn and steady swimming motions. As in previous fins, these five rays were 
able to define the shape of the bio-robotic fin throughout the stroke so that it was consistent 
with the shape of the biological fin at each time. 
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Treating the more complicated motions of fin rays 1, 10, and 14 as simultaneous rotations 
through two planes was able to capture the key elements of their motions. Only rotations were 
modeled, ignoring periods of translation. 2DOF joints could then be used to model two rotations 
about a common center, and move the fin rays along their trajectories. Fin rays 1, 10, and 14 
were made with two degrees of actuated freedom, but it may be sufficient to give two actuated 
degrees of freedom only to the two leading edge rays, and have the second rotational degree of 
freedom on the other ventral ray be passive. The joints designed to carry out the more 
complicated fin ray trajectories successfully decoupled the motions of their two planes of 
rotation.  
In simplification, a base was made that limited the angular sweep displacements of the fin rays 
to 90 degrees, while the ventral most fin rays of the biological fin swept through displacements 
of approximately 130 degrees. The base was designed with this limitation to maintain similarity 
to bases designed for previous fins, ensuring that similar actuation and experimentation 
strategies could be used. Limiting the fin ray’s sweep also allowed for a simpler design than 
would be necessary for a device capable of greater than 90 degrees of rotation, such as base 
2.0. This design imposed restriction did not prohibit the maneuvering fin from creating accurate 
motions, forces, and flows, suggesting that it was justified to have modeled the full sweep of the 
biological fin’s ventral half as a rotation of 90 degrees.  
The simplifications of the biological fin rays’ kinematics worked. When they were implemented 
into the bio-robotic fin, they resulted in the proper motions, forces, and flows. As a 
consequence of these simplifications having been tailored to modeling the yaw turn, they did 
not work for steady swimming. The maneuvering fin’s inability to produce motions and forces 
associated with a steady swimming stroke were due to the structure of the fin base. Although 
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the maneuvering fin was executing the same fin ray trajectories used on a steady swimming fin, 
and using fin rays with a stiffness shown to produce two peaks of thrust, it was not able to fully 
create the levels of cupping seen on the steady swimming fin. This is due to the curvature of the 
base. The distance between the leading edge fin rays on the maneuvering fin is much greater 
than it is on the steady swimming fin. Even when fin ray 1 on the maneuvering fin is 
commanded to lead the motion of the medial rays, it is too far behind fin rays 4 and 7 to gain 
sufficient separation (Figure 42A). As a result, the maneuvering fin cannot create the cupping 
shape made by the steady swimming fin. On the steady swimming fin, the placement of the 
leading edge fin rays is such that they are approximately in line with each other, and slightly 
forward of the medial fin rays (Figure 42B).  
 
 
Figure 42:   CAD models of fin bases for the A) the maneuvering fin, and B) the steady swimming fin. The 
distance between the attachment points for the leading edge fin rays (circled) is shown. 
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It was initially believed that because the biological fin appeared stiffer during the yaw turn than 
during steady swimming, the maneuvering fin should be given fin rays with a much greater 
stiffness that those used on bio-robotic fin tuned for steady swimming. Fin rays were initially 
given flexural rigidities that were approximately 2000× those determined for the biological fin 
[29], a value twice that used on a fin tuned for steady swimming motions. Dr. Lauder then 
suggested that more flexible fin rays be used. His expertise in fish swimming led him to believe 
that the 2000× fin rays appeared overly stiff, and his intuition proved to be invaluable. With the 
more flexible fin rays, the maneuvering fin appeared much more biological to Dr. Lauder, and 
produced results more consistent with CFD. It can be assumed that significantly more flexible fin 
rays would not have been able to produce the strong lateral jet seen on the outstroke, as too 
much of the fin would have bent away from the incoming flow. It is apparent that just as in 
steady swimming, fin ray stiffness for the yaw turn must be properly tuned, and not just 
qualitatively adjusted.  
5.2 Forces 
The forces produced by the bio-robotic fin were sensitive to three main factors: fin ray stiffness, 
kinematics, and flapping speed. It was found that proper forces were produced only when fin 
ray stiffness was properly tuned, as was the case for the steady swimming fin. Kinematics were 
responsible for changing the overall effect of a stroke, by producing forces associated with 
either the yaw turn or a steady swimming fin-beat. Both the magnitudes of peak forces, and 
impulse imparted to the water changed as flapping speed was increased. Typically, forces 
increased with flapping speed. It was useful to look not merely at the rotational speed of the fin, 
but at the velocity component of a fin ray tip in the direction of, and relative to, the flow. 
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Fin ray stiffness had a significant effect on the forces that the bio-robotic fin produced, just as it 
did for the steady swimming fin. The inconsistencies that existed between forces produced 
experimentally with 2000× fin rays in still water and the CFD simulations were eliminated when 
a fin with 1000× fin rays executed the motions of the yaw turn in a flow. While the peak 
magnitudes of forces were smaller than those produced by the stiffer fin, the timing and relative 
sizes of the contra-lateral and drag forces developed on the outstroke matched the CFD very 
well. The amounts of ipsi-lateral and thrust forces on the instroke were lessened as well; again 
consistent with CFD. The elimination of the small peaks of ipsi-lateral and thrust force that 
occurred in the beginning of the stiffer fin’s outstroke were likely due to the elimination of 
artifacts in fin ray trajectories, and was not necessarily a function of stiffness.  
Steady swimming forces produced by the stiffer fin were qualitatively consistent with previous 
results (Figure 43). When tuned specifically for steady swimming, the previous generation of 
bio-robotic pectoral fins produced thrust during both the outstroke and the instroke [29]. 
However, when made with fin rays that were too stiff, the motion resulted in drag during the 
outstroke. This is what occurred when the maneuvering fin used fin rays that had flexural 
rigidities twice that recommended for steady swimming  (2000×) – drag and contra-lateral force 
were created on the outstroke and thrust and ipsi-lateral force were created on the instroke. 
Using 1000× fin rays did not solve this problem however, because the shape of the maneuvering 
fin’s base did not allow for the full level of cupping needed in steady swimming, as previously 
discussed.   
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Figure 43:   Thrust forces from a maneuver activated in 1.0s (solid), a steady swimming beat with a cycle 
of 1.0s (dashed), and a steady swimming beat from a previous experiment, using a fin designed 
specifically for steady swimming (dotted). The cycle was 1.0s, and the flexural rigidity of those fin rays 
was half the value used for the maneuvering fin (solid, dashed). When the fin designed for steady 
swimming used the more flexible fin rays (dotted), the peak of drag that occurred on the outstroke of 
the two trials using stiffer fin rays was converted to thrust. 
 
 
One of the original hypotheses in the design of the maneuvering fin was that fin kinematics are 
instrumental in determining the types of forces produced. This is evident when forces resulting 
from two different motions, the yaw turn and a steady swimming stroke, are compared (Figure 
44). The yaw turn produced drag and contra-lateral force on the outstroke, and typically smaller 
amounts of thrust and ipsi-lateral force on the instroke. This is consistent with the purpose of 
the stroke: the fish performed the yaw turn in order to avoid an obstacle placed in its path. 
Forces produced on the outstroke are of the greatest importance, since a quick initial response 
is needed to first evade the obstacle. On the other hand, the primary purpose of a steady 
swimming stroke is to propel the fish forward by generating thrust. When the bio-robotic fin 
executed a steady swimming stroke, the amount of thrust created on the instroke was larger 
than the amount of drag created on the outstroke. Lateral forces were approximately balanced, 
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although any bias in one direction (contra or ipsi) can be assumed to be effectively canceled out 
by the pectoral fin on the other side of the body. This too is consistent with the purpose of the 
stroke. 
 
 
Figure 44:   Thrust (solid) and lateral (dotted) forces from a yaw maneuver (black) and steady swimming 
fin-beat (gray). Both motions used 1000× fin rays, and were activated in 1.0s. Lateral forces are solid, 
and thrust forces are dotted. 
 
While looking at various 2D force planes such as thrust and lateral force gives an understanding 
of those forces, it should not be forgotten that the biological fin vectored force through all three 
dimensions. Only two of the three forces, thrust and lateral, were measured on the bio-robotic 
fin. In order to estimate the third force, lift, the CFD prediction was used. Values were 
interpolated, and the relative size of the lift force was visually scaled to be consistent with the 
measured values. These three forces were then combined to provide an estimate of the 3D 
force vector (Figure 45). Animating the vector showed just how dramatically its orientation 
changed, and served as a nice proof of the pectoral fin’s ability to vector force in 3D in a single 
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stroke. On the outstroke (Figure 45A), the vector consisted of a large amount of contra-lateral 
force, and smaller amounts of drag and negative lift. As the fin reached its limit of forward 
sweep, the forces all passed back through the origin (Figure 45B). Forces on the instroke (Figure 
45C) were all smaller in magnitude, and in the opposite direction. The behavior of the 3D force 
vector during the yaw turn is in contrast to the vector created during a steady swimming stroke. 
A similar process was used, where CFD predictions were used to fill in the missing force from 
those produced by a steady swimming fin (Figure 46). During steady swimming, thrust and lift 
are the dominant forces, rather than lateral force. Thrust is produced on both the outstroke 
(Figure 46A) and instroke (Figure 46C), while the lateral and lift forces were relatively close in 
magnitude. The fish has the ability to make gross changes in the orientation of this force vector 
in 3D by executing different fin ray kinematics, whose stiffness is tuned to a particular swimming 
maneuver. 
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Figure 45:   Estimate of the 3D force vector produced during a yaw turn at select times. The estimated 
angular displacement of fin ray 7 is shown on the left, and normalized over its maximum rotation. The 
vector’s component in the lateral direction is in red, the thrust direction in black, and the lift direction 
in blue.  
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Figure 46:   Estimate of the 3D force vector produced during a steady swimming fin-beat at select times. 
The estimated angular displacement of fin ray 7 is shown on the left, and normalized over its maximum 
rotation. The vector’s component in the lateral direction is in red, the thrust direction in black, and the 
lift direction in blue. 
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When kinematics was changed, so were forces. Figure 47 compares the trajectory of fin ray 7 as 
it executed the yaw turn (Figure 47A), and when it executed a steady swimming trajectory 
(Figure 47B). The shapes of the two trajectories are quite different. The yaw turn trajectory 
begins slightly sooner than the steady swimming trajectory, which remains relatively flat in the 
beginning. Fin ray 7 reaches its maximum angular displacement earlier into the full stroke of the 
yaw turn. The fin ray then returns from its maximum displacement much quicker during a steady 
swimming stroke. The trajectory never returns to zero during the yaw turn because the 3D 
positional data of the biological fin which formed fin ray 7’s trajectory ended before the fin had 
completed its motion. While fin ray 7’s trajectory is the motion of only one of the five bio-
robotic fin rays, it serves as an example of how two kinematically different strokes produced 
very different forces.  
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Figure 47:   Forces produced by the biorobotic fin when it executed a A) yaw turn, and B) steady 
swimming trajectories. In each case, the trajectory of fin ray 7, which is on the dorsal half of the fin, and 
is the medial most ray, is displayed. 
 
 
During experimentation, it was found that forces were very sensitive to the starting position of 
the fin rays. An experiment was run where a fin fitted with 2000× fin rays and operating under a 
flow executed the yaw turn with only the primary sweep rotations activated. All of the lateral 
motions were removed. This attempted to address the role of the lateral motions, and their 
necessity in the modeling process. Unfortunately, a slight experimental error in the starting 
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positions of fin rays 10 and 14 was revealed in the analysis of high speed video of the motion, 
which went unnoticed during experimentation itself. Each of these fin rays started too far back 
towards the fish body, and was out of line with the other fin rays. This improper starting 
position, however slight, caused the forces produced by the fin to be significantly altered: peaks 
of thrust and ipsi-lateral force were produced on the outstroke. Only when the fin started 
parallel to the body plate, and with all of the fin rays in line, were proper maneuvering forces 
produced.  
5.3 Flapping Speed 
The method of defining the motions of the bio-robotic fin rays as relative to a stationary fish 
body in space, as in section 2.3.1, created small inconsistencies between the forces produced on 
the instroke by the bio-robotic fin, and those predicted by CFD. The bio-robotic fin created 
larger amounts of thrust and ipsi-lateral forces on the instroke that were largely absent from the 
CFD. The difference likely occurred because of how fin motion was defined: for the design of the 
bio-robotic fin, the motions of the strong side pectoral fin were analyzed by considering their 
motion in space, treating the body as stationary at each time. In reality, the large distance 
traveled by the robotic fin on its return to the body during the instroke is less, as the rear half of 
the fish body is bending relative to the front half, and moving toward the outside fin during the 
turn. The speed with which the bio-robotic fin had to return to the body was therefore greater, 
since the closing distance was larger. For the fin to return to the body in the same amount of 
time, but over a shorter distance, requires lower closing velocities on the instroke. This suggests 
that the fin ray’s velocity profile is as important on force production as the trajectory itself, and 
for the instroke, an activation time of 1.3s most appropriately models the instroke of the yaw 
turn. 
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The effect of closing velocity can be seen by comparing the thrust produced on the instroke 
when the fin executed a yaw turn, and when it executed steady swimming trajectories. In a flow, 
it is likely not the absolute velocity that is important, but the velocity relative to that of the flow. 
The relative velocity of the tip of fin ray 7 was calculated by first taking the derivative of the 
commanded trajectory as a function of time in order to find angular velocity. Linear velocity was 
found by multiplying angular velocity by the length of the fin ray, and considering only the 
component in the direction of flow. Linear velocity was made a relative value by subtracting the 
velocity vector of the incoming flow. The higher relative velocity on the instroke of a steady 
swimming motion (Figure 48A) corresponded to a larger peak of thrust than was produced at 
lower velocity during the yaw turn (Figure 48B).  
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Figure 48:   Thrust forces (gray) from a A) yaw maneuver and B) steady swimming fin-beat. Both 
motions used 1000× fin rays, and were activated in 1.0s. In each case, the dotted line represents the 
linear velocity of the tip of fin ray 7 relative to the flow. 
 
 
Fin velocity profile may also explain why drag did not increase with flapping speed on the 
outstroke. Unlike the contra-lateral force which increased in peak magnitude, and occurred 
earlier into the stroke as speed was increased, the drag peak at each speed occurred at 
approximately the same time. The magnitude of the peak drag force did not increase with 
speed, as the other forces did. Regardless of how quickly each fin moved into the flow, they all 
reached their forward limit of travel at approximately the same time into the stroke, an instant 
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of zero velocity, and presented the same cross sectional area into the flow. Thus, peak drag 
remained unchanged. Closing speed however was different, which accounted for the increases 
in thrust on the instroke. 
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6 Conclusions and Future Work  
The result of this research was a bio-robotic fin that successfully produced the motions, forces, 
and flows associated with the pectoral fin of the bluegill sunfish as the fish maneuvered to avoid 
an obstacle. It was necessary to model the fin ray kinematics and stiffness of the bio-robotic fin 
after those of the biological fin, in order to produce the 3D forces responsible for moving the 
fish body though the yaw turn in a single fin-beat. Although the movements of the biological fin 
rays involved complex translations and rotations, it was found to be sufficient to model these 
motions as one- and two-DOF rotations about single rotational points. Fin rays stiffer than those 
used on a fin developed to execute steady swimming motions were required in order for the 
maneuvering fin to have an appropriate dynamic interaction with the water during the yaw turn. 
This bio-robotic fin has laid the groundwork for a multi-functional, bio-robotic fin based 
propulsor which could ultimately grant man-made underwater vehicles fish-like agility. It is one 
element in the development of a bio-robotic pectoral fin capable of producing the effects of the 
yaw turn, steady swimming, and hovering. Active control of fin ray motions and stiffness are 
thus required if a single fin is to be able to execute a variety of bluegill swimming maneuvers. It 
was found that the base designed for this maneuvering fin was ineffective at creating a steady 
swimming stroke. It is likely that integrating the multi-DOF joints designed for the maneuvering 
fin into the base of the steady swimming fin, would create a device capable of producing the fin 
ray kinematics of both the yaw turn, and steady swimming. 
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Appendix A List of Acronyms 
 
CFD  Computational Fluid Dynamics 
 
DOF  Degree of Freedom 
 
DPIV  Digital Particle Image Velocimetry 
 
2D/3D  Two/Three Dimensional 
 
 
Appendix B Tank Dimensions 
 
Important tank dimensions are as follows: an inner width of 27.5cm at the bottom, and 28.7cm 
at the top; a water height of 37cm; 29cm to the upstream edge of the posterior view mirror 
(which is inside the tank), and 45.5cm to the downstream edge. 
 
 
Appendix C Fin and Body Reorientation Translation and Rotation Matrices 
 
Function translated the top body point to the 
origin. 
Function subtracts the translation of the 
body points from that of the fin points. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Trans2origin filename( ) bodyfile filename←
p bodyfileT( ) 1
〈 〉
←
x p0←
y p1←
z p2←
Ti j,  pj←
j 0 2..∈for
i 0 5..∈for
X bodyfile T−←
X
:= Trans2origin_fin bodyfile finfile, ( ) body bodyfile←
fin finfile←
p bodyT( ) 1
〈 〉
←
Ti j,  pj←
j 0 2..∈for
i 0 rows fin( ) 1−..∈for
Y fin T−←
Y
:=
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Function rotates the body about the Z-axis so 
that the tail is in the YZ plane. 
Function rotates the fins by the same 
amount. 
 
 
 
 
Function rotates the body about x axis so that 
tail point is in XY plane. The centerline of the 
body is now in the YZ plane, with the top 
point at the origin, and the line from the top 
point to the tail is along the Y axis. 
Function rotates the fins by the same 
amount. 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix D Program 1.0 
 
 
Imports System.Runtime.InteropServices  'allows dll import 
Public Class MotorControl 
    Inherits System.Windows.Forms.Form 
TailZ filename( ) bodyfile filename←
p bodyfile( )T 
2〈 〉
←
theta atan p0 p1÷( )−←
R
cos theta( )
sin theta( )−
0
sin theta( )
cos theta( )
0
0
0
1








←
X R bodyfile( )T⋅←
X( )T
:= TailZ_fin bodyfile finfile, ( ) body bodyfile←
fin finfile←
p body( )T 
2〈 〉
←
theta atan p0 p1÷( )−←
R
cos theta( )
sin theta( )−
0
sin theta( )
cos theta( )
0
0
0
1








←
X R body( )T⋅←
Y R finT⋅←
X( )T
YT
:=
TailX filename( ) bodyfile filename←
p bodyfile( )T 
2〈 〉
←
theta atan p2 p1÷( )←
R
1
0
0
0
cos theta( )
sin theta( )−
0
sin theta( )
cos theta( )








←
X R bodyfileT⋅←
XT
:= TailX_fin bodyfile finfile, ( ) body bodyfile←
fin finfile←
p body( )T 
2〈 〉
←
theta atan p2 p1÷( )←
R
1
0
0
0
cos theta( )
sin theta( )−
0
sin theta( )
cos theta( )








←
X R bodyT⋅←
Y R finT⋅←
XT
YT
:=
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    'J. Tangorra & J. gottlieb, 02Nov07 
    'Program designed to control 8 Hi-Tech HS-645MG servomotors using  
    'the USB ports of the Dell Optiplex745 computer. 
'Initial position specified, then trajectory run from several possible   timers selected 
    'using the radio buttons 
 
    'Define public variables 
    Const Controller1 = 1 
    'Const Controller2 = 2 
    Const Port1 = 3     'lowermost USB on laptop 
    'Const Port2 = 4     'rightmost USB 
 
    Const MotPosScale = 1 
    Const Pi = 3.14159265 
 
    'Timing 
    Dim Time As Double      'time from execution 
    Dim dT As Double        'update rate 
 
    Dim t As Double 
 
    'Motor 1 
    Dim initPos1 As Double 
    Dim disp1 As Double 
    Dim phase1 As Double 
    Dim freq1 As Double 
    Dim Pos1 As Double 
 
    Dim Pos1b As Double 
 
    'Motor 2 
    Dim initPos2 As Double 
    Dim disp2 As Double 
    Dim phase2 As Double 
    Dim freq2 As Double 
    Dim Pos2 As Double 
 
    'Motor 3 
    Dim initPos3 As Double 
    Dim disp3 As Double 
    Dim phase3 As Double 
    Dim freq3 As Double 
    Dim Pos3 As Double 
 
    'Motor 4 
    Dim initPos4 As Double 
    Dim disp4 As Double 
    Dim phase4 As Double 
    Dim freq4 As Double 
    Dim Pos4 As Double 
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    'Motor 5 
    Dim initPos5 As Double 
    Dim disp5 As Double 
    Dim phase5 As Double 
    Dim freq5 As Double 
    Dim Pos5 As Double 
 
    'Motor 6 (1_b) 
    Dim initPos6 As Double 
    Dim disp6 As Double 
    Dim phase6 As Double 
    Dim freq6 As Double 
    Dim Pos6 As Double 
 
    'Motor 7 (4_b) 
    Dim initPos7 As Double 
    Dim disp7 As Double 
    Dim phase7 As Double 
    Dim freq7 As Double 
    Dim Pos7 As Double 
 
    'Motor 8 (5_b) 
    Dim initPos8 As Double 
    Dim disp8 As Double 
    Dim phase8 As Double 
    Dim freq8 As Double 
    Dim Pos8 As Double 
 
 
    'Variables for motor to return slowl to initial position 
    Dim RetCounter As Integer 
    Dim Pos1f As Double 
    Dim Pos2f As Double 
    Dim Pos3f As Double 
    Dim Pos4f As Double 
    Dim Pos5f As Double 
    Dim Pos6f As Double 
    Dim Pos7f As Double 
    Dim Pos8f As Double 
 
 
    <DllImport("TTiSC8VC.dll", EntryPoint:="?SC8_Initialize@@YAHHH@Z", SetLastError:=True, _ 
    CharSet:=CharSet.Unicode, ExactSpelling:=True, _ 
    CallingConvention:=CallingConvention.Cdecl)> _ 
    Public Shared Function _ 
        SC8_Initialize(ByVal BoardNumber As Integer, ByVal PortNumber As Integer) As Integer 
    End Function 
    <DllImport("TTiSC8VC.dll", EntryPoint:="?SC8_SendPos@@YAXHHG@Z", SetLastError:=True, _ 
    CharSet:=CharSet.Unicode, ExactSpelling:=True, _ 
    CallingConvention:=CallingConvention.Cdecl)> _ 
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    Public Shared Sub _ 
        SC8_SendPos(ByVal BoardNumber As Integer, ByVal Axis As Integer, ByVal Position As UInt16) 
    End Sub 
    <DllImport("TTiSC8VC.dll", EntryPoint:="?SC8_SendPositions@@YAXHEDPAG@Z", SetLastError:=True, _ 
   CharSet:=CharSet.Unicode, ExactSpelling:=True, _ 
   CallingConvention:=CallingConvention.Cdecl)> _ 
   Public Shared Sub _ 
        SC8_SendPositions(ByVal BoardNumber As Integer, ByVal charMask As Byte, ByVal charDIO As Byte, 
ByRef pValue As Short()) 
    End Sub 
 
    <DllImport("TTiSC8VC.dll", EntryPoint:="?SC8_SendDigital@@YAXHHH@Z", SetLastError:=True, _ 
      CharSet:=CharSet.Unicode, ExactSpelling:=True, _ 
      CallingConvention:=CallingConvention.Cdecl)> _ 
    Public Shared Sub _ 
        SC8_SendDigital(ByVal BoardNumber As Integer, ByVal DigAxis As Integer, ByVal OnOff As Integer) 
    End Sub 
 
#Region " Windows Form Designer generated code " 
 
    Public Sub New() 
        MyBase.New() 
 
        'This call is required by the Windows Form Designer. 
        InitializeComponent() 
 
        'Add any initialization after the InitializeComponent() call 
 
    End Sub 
 
    'Form overrides dispose to clean up the component list. 
    Protected Overloads Overrides Sub Dispose(ByVal disposing As Boolean) 
        If disposing Then 
            If Not (components Is Nothing) Then 
                components.Dispose() 
            End If 
        End If 
        MyBase.Dispose(disposing) 
    End Sub 
 
    'Required by the Windows Form Designer 
    Private components As System.ComponentModel.IContainer 
 
   
 
    Private Sub MotorControl_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
MyBase.Load 
 
    End Sub 
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    Private Sub Switch1_StateChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
NationalInstruments.UI.ActionEventArgs) 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub butStartSine_ValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
AxCWUIControlsLib._DCWButtonEvents_ValueChangedEvent) Handles butStartSine.ValueChanged 
        ' Sets initial values for the trajectory calculation 
        ' Trajectories designed to move fin from initial position (InitPos) 
        ' through a maximum displacement (disp) 
 
        Dim Err1 As Integer 
        Dim Servo As Integer() = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128} 
 
        If butStartSine.Value = True Then 
 
            'Initialize USB port and verify communications 
            Err1 = SC8_Initialize(Controller1, Port1) 
 
            If Err1 = 0 Then 
                butStartSine.OnText = "Failed" 
                Return 
            End If 
 
            'Reset time of operation 
            Time = 0 
            dT = numDT.Value / 1000 
 
 
            'Set trajectory parameters outside of timer 
 
            'Fin ray 1 
            'Set parameters for trajectory 
            initPos1 = 100 * numInitPos1.Value      'Convert to 7000 to 22000 
            disp1 = 100 * sldDisp1.Value 
            phase1 = (Pi / 180) * sldPhase1.Value   'Rads 
            freq1 = 2 * Pi * numFreq.Value         'Rads/sec 
 
            'Verify initial position within limits 
            If initPos1 < 100 * numLolimit1.Value Then 
                initPos1 = 100 * numLolimit1.Value 
                numInitPos1.Value = numLolimit1.Value 
            ElseIf initPos1 > 100 * numHilimit1.Value Then 
                initPos1 = 100 * numHilimit1.Value 
                numInitPos1.Value = numHilimit1.Value 
            End If 
 
            'Verify that initial pos MINUS amplitude does not exceed limits of motor travel 
            If (initPos1 - disp1) < 100 * numLolimit1.Value Then 
                disp1 = Math.Max((initPos1 - 100 * numLolimit1.Value), 0) ' set to zero if negative 
                sldDisp1.Value = disp1 / 100 
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            End If 
 
 
            'Fin ray 2 
            'Set parameters for trajectory 
            initPos2 = 100 * numInitPos2.Value          'Convert to 7000 to 22000 
            disp2 = 100 * sldDisp2.Value 
            phase2 = (Pi / 180) * sldPhase2.Value   'Rads 
            freq2 = 2 * Pi * numFreq.Value         'Rads/sec 
 
            'Verify initial position within limits 
            If initPos2 < 100 * numLolimit2.Value Then 
                initPos2 = 100 * numLolimit2.Value 
                numInitPos2.Value = numLolimit2.Value 
            ElseIf initPos2 > 100 * numHilimit2.Value Then 
                initPos2 = 100 * numHilimit2.Value 
                numInitPos2.Value = numHilimit2.Value 
            End If 
 
            'Verify that init pos MINUS displacement does not exceed limits of motor travel 
            If (initPos2 - disp2) < 100 * numLolimit2.Value Then 
                disp2 = Math.Max((initPos2 - 100 * numLolimit2.Value), 0) 
                sldDisp2.Value = disp2 / 100 
            End If 
 
 
            'Fin ray 3 
            'Set parameters for trajectory 
            initPos3 = 100 * numInitPos3.Value      'Convert to 7000 to 22000 
            disp3 = 100 * sldDisp3.Value 
            phase3 = (Pi / 180) * sldPhase3.Value   'Rads 
            freq3 = 2 * Pi * numFreq.Value         'Rads/sec 
 
            'Verify initial position within limits 
            If initPos3 < 100 * numLolimit3.Value Then 
                initPos3 = 100 * numLolimit3.Value 
                numInitPos3.Value = numLolimit3.Value 
            ElseIf initPos3 > 100 * numHilimit3.Value Then 
                initPos3 = 100 * numHilimit3.Value 
                numInitPos3.Value = numHilimit3.Value 
            End If 
 
            'Verify that midpoint plus amplitude does not exceed limits of motor travel 
            If (initPos3 - disp3) > 100 * numHilimit3.Value Then 
                disp3 = Math.Max((100 * numHilimit3.Value - initPos3), 0) 
                sldDisp3.Value = disp3 / 100 
            End If 
 
 
            'Fin ray 4 
            'Set parameters for trajectory 
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            initPos4 = 100 * numInitPos4.Value      'Convert to 7000 to 22000 
            disp4 = 100 * sldDisp4.Value 
            phase4 = (Pi / 180) * sldPhase4.Value   'Rads 
            freq4 = 2 * Pi * numFreq.Value         'Rads/sec 
 
            'Verify initial position within limits 
            If initPos4 < 100 * numLolimit4.Value Then 
                initPos4 = 100 * numLolimit4.Value 
                numInitPos4.Value = numLolimit4.Value 
            ElseIf initPos4 > 100 * numHilimit4.Value Then 
                initPos4 = 100 * numHilimit4.Value 
                numInitPos4.Value = numHilimit4.Value 
            End If 
 
            'Verify that midpoint plus amplitude does not exceed limits of motor travel 
            If (initPos4 - disp4) > 100 * numHilimit4.Value Then 
                disp4 = Math.Max((100 * numHilimit4.Value - initPos4), 0) 
                sldDisp4.Value = disp4 / 100 
            End If 
 
            'Fin ray 5 
            'Set parameters for trajectory 
            initPos5 = 100 * numInitPos5.Value      'Convert to 7000 to 22000 
            disp5 = 100 * sldDisp5.Value 
            phase5 = (Pi / 180) * sldPhase5.Value   'Rads 
            freq5 = 2 * Pi * numFreq.Value         'Rads/sec 
 
            'Verify initial position within limits 
            If initPos5 < 100 * numLolimit5.Value Then 
                initPos5 = 100 * numLolimit5.Value 
                numInitPos5.Value = numLolimit5.Value 
            ElseIf initPos5 > 100 * numHilimit5.Value Then 
                initPos5 = 100 * numHilimit5.Value 
                numInitPos5.Value = numHilimit5.Value 
            End If 
 
            'Verify that midpoint plus amplitude does not exceed limits of motor travel 
            If (initPos5 - disp5) > 100 * numHilimit5.Value Then 
                disp5 = Math.Max((100 * numHilimit5.Value - initPos5), 0) 
                sldDisp5.Value = disp5 / 100 
            End If 
 
            'Fin ray 1_b 
            'Set parameters for trajectory 
            initPos6 = 100 * numInitPos6.Value      'Convert to 7000 to 22000 
            disp6 = 100 * sldDisp6.Value 
            phase6 = (Pi / 180) * sldPhase6.Value   'Rads 
            freq6 = 2 * Pi * numFreq.Value         'Rads/sec 
 
            'Verify initial position within limits 
            If initPos6 < 100 * numLolimit6.Value Then 
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                initPos6 = 100 * numLolimit6.Value 
                numInitPos6.Value = numLolimit6.Value 
            ElseIf initPos6 > 100 * numHilimit6.Value Then 
                initPos6 = 100 * numHilimit6.Value 
                numInitPos6.Value = numHilimit6.Value 
            End If 
 
            'Verify that initial pos MINUS amplitude does not exceed limits of motor travel 
            If (initPos6 - disp6) < 100 * numLolimit6.Value Then 
                disp6 = Math.Max((initPos6 - 100 * numLolimit6.Value), 0) ' set to zero if negative 
                sldDisp6.Value = disp6 / 100 
            End If 
 
            'Fin ray 4_b 
            'Set parameters for trajectory 
            initPos7 = 100 * numInitPos7.Value      'Convert to 7000 to 22000 
            disp7 = 100 * sldDisp7.Value 
            phase7 = (Pi / 180) * sldPhase7.Value   'Rads 
            freq7 = 2 * Pi * numFreq.Value         'Rads/sec 
 
            'Verify initial position within limits 
            If initPos7 < 100 * numLolimit7.Value Then 
                initPos7 = 100 * numLolimit7.Value 
                numInitPos7.Value = numLolimit7.Value 
            ElseIf initPos7 > 100 * numHilimit7.Value Then 
                initPos7 = 100 * numHilimit7.Value 
                numInitPos7.Value = numHilimit7.Value 
            End If 
 
            'Verify that midpoint plus amplitude does not exceed limits of motor travel 
            If (initPos7 - disp7) > 100 * numHilimit7.Value Then 
                disp7 = Math.Max((100 * numHilimit7.Value - initPos7), 0) 
                sldDisp7.Value = disp7 / 100 
            End If 
 
            'Fin ray 5_b 
            'Set parameters for trajectory 
            initPos8 = 100 * numInitPos8.Value      'Convert to 7000 to 22000 
            disp8 = 100 * sldDisp8.Value 
            phase8 = (Pi / 180) * sldPhase8.Value   'Rads 
            freq8 = 2 * Pi * numFreq.Value         'Rads/sec 
 
            'Verify initial position within limits 
            If initPos8 < 100 * numLolimit8.Value Then 
                initPos8 = 100 * numLolimit8.Value 
                numInitPos8.Value = numLolimit8.Value 
            ElseIf initPos8 > 100 * numHilimit8.Value Then 
                initPos8 = 100 * numHilimit8.Value 
                numInitPos8.Value = numHilimit8.Value 
            End If 
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            'Verify that midpoint plus amplitude does not exceed limits of motor travel 
            If (initPos8 - disp8) > 100 * numHilimit8.Value Then 
                disp8 = Math.Max((100 * numHilimit8.Value - initPos8), 0) 
                sldDisp8.Value = disp8 / 100 
            End If 
 
 
            'Execute selected trajectory using timer 
            If radSinusoid.Checked = True Then 
                timSinusoid.Interval = numDT.Value 'sets interval time in milliseconds 
                timSinusoid.Enabled = True 
            ElseIf radMode1.Checked = True Then 
                timMode1.Interval = numDT.Value 
                timMode1.Enabled = True 
            Else 
                timSinusoid.Enabled = False 
                timMode1.Enabled = False 
            End If 
 
        Else    'Button turned off 
 
            timSinusoid.Enabled = False 
            timMode1.Enabled = False 
 
        End If 
 
 
    End Sub 
 
 
    Private Sub butQuit_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
butQuit.Click 
        timSinusoid.Enabled = False 
        End 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub boxSinusoids_Enter(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
boxTrajectory.Enter 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub timSinusoid_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
timSinusoid.Tick 
        'Timer drives the motor using a sinusoidal trajectory.  
        'The trajectory is calculated using a negative cosine which increases in value from t = 0 
        'Trajectory is InitPos + disp*((1/2)-(1/2)cos(2*pi*freq*t)) 
 
        Dim SweepPos1 As UInt16 
        Dim SweepPos2 As UInt16 
        Dim SweepPos3 As UInt16 
        Dim SweepPos4 As UInt16 
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        Dim SweepPos5 As UInt16 
        Dim SweepPos6 As UInt16 
        Dim SweepPos7 As UInt16 
        Dim SweepPos8 As UInt16 
 
 
        'Calculate positions of fin ray motors based on Time 
 
        'Motors 1 and 2 are facing opposite direction if 3, 4, 5 
        'Change in position must be subtracted from initial position 
        Pos1 = initPos1 - disp1 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq1 * Time + phase1)) 
        knobTrack1.Value = Pos1 
        SweepPos1 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos1) 
 
        Pos2 = initPos2 - disp2 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq2 * Time + phase2)) 
        knobTrack2.Value = Pos2 
        SweepPos2 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos2) 
 
        Pos3 = initPos3 - disp3 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq3 * Time + phase3)) 
        knobTrack3.Value = Pos3 
        SweepPos3 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos3) 
 
        Pos4 = initPos4 - disp4 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq4 * Time + phase4)) 
        knobTrack4.Value = Pos4 
        SweepPos4 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos4) 
 
        Pos5 = initPos5 - disp5 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq5 * Time + phase5)) 
        knobTrack5.Value = Pos5 
        SweepPos5 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos5) 
 
        Pos6 = initPos6 - disp6 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq6 * Time + phase6)) 
        knobTrack6.Value = Pos6 
        SweepPos6 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos6) 
 
        Pos7 = initPos7 - disp7 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq7 * Time + phase7)) 
        knobTrack7.Value = Pos7 
        SweepPos7 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos7) 
 
        Pos8 = initPos8 - disp8 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq8 * Time + phase8)) 
        knobTrack8.Value = Pos8 
        SweepPos8 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos8) 
 
        'Output to motors 
 
        SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 0, SweepPos1)  'sweep ray 1 
        SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 1, SweepPos2)  'sweep ray 2 
        SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 2, SweepPos3)  'sweep ray 3 
        SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 3, SweepPos4)  'sweep ray 4 
        SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 4, SweepPos5)  'sweep ray 5 
        SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 5, SweepPos6)  'sweep ray 6 
        SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 6, SweepPos7)  'sweep ray 7 
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        SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 7, SweepPos8)  'sweep ray 8 
 
        'Update time 
        Time = Time + dT 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub butReset1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
butReset1.Click 
 
        'Reset fin ray 1 
        sldDisp1.Value = 0 
        sldPhase1.Value = 0 
        numInitPos1.Value = 150 
        numInitPos1.Text = 150 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub sldDisp1_PointerValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
AxCWUIControlsLib._DCWSlideEvents_PointerValueChangedEvent) Handles 
sldDisp1.PointerValueChanged 
        txtDisp1.Text = Str(sldDisp1.Value) 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub sldPhase1_PointerValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
AxCWUIControlsLib._DCWSlideEvents_PointerValueChangedEvent) Handles 
sldPhase1.PointerValueChanged 
        txtPhase1.Text = Str(sldPhase1.Value) 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub sldDisp2_PointerValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
AxCWUIControlsLib._DCWSlideEvents_PointerValueChangedEvent) Handles 
sldDisp2.PointerValueChanged 
        txtDisp2.Text = Str(sldDisp2.Value) 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub sldPhase2_PointerValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
AxCWUIControlsLib._DCWSlideEvents_PointerValueChangedEvent) Handles 
sldPhase2.PointerValueChanged 
        txtPhase2.Text = Str(sldPhase2.Value) 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub sldDisp3_PointerValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
AxCWUIControlsLib._DCWSlideEvents_PointerValueChangedEvent) Handles 
sldDisp3.PointerValueChanged 
        txtDisp3.Text = Str(sldDisp3.Value) 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub sldPhase3_PointerValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
AxCWUIControlsLib._DCWSlideEvents_PointerValueChangedEvent) Handles 
sldPhase3.PointerValueChanged 
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        txtPhase3.Text = Str(sldPhase3.Value) 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub sldDisp4_PointerValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
AxCWUIControlsLib._DCWSlideEvents_PointerValueChangedEvent) Handles 
sldDisp4.PointerValueChanged 
        txtDisp4.Text = Str(sldDisp4.Value) 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub sldPhase4_PointerValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
AxCWUIControlsLib._DCWSlideEvents_PointerValueChangedEvent) Handles 
sldPhase4.PointerValueChanged 
        txtPhase4.Text = Str(sldPhase4.Value) 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub butReset2_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
butReset2.Click 
        'Reset fin ray 2 
        sldDisp2.Value = 0 
        sldPhase2.Value = 0 
        numInitPos2.Value = 150 
        numInitPos2.Text = 150 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub butReset3_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
butReset3.Click 
        'Reset fin ray 3 
        sldDisp3.Value = 0 
        sldPhase3.Value = 0 
        numInitPos3.Value = 150 
        numInitPos3.Text = 150 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub butReset4_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
butReset4.Click 
        'Reset fin ray 4 
        sldDisp4.Value = 0 
        sldPhase4.Value = 0 
        numInitPos4.Value = 150 
        numInitPos4.Value = 150 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub numHilimit4_ValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
Handles numHilimit4.ValueChanged 
 
    End Sub 
 
 
    Private Sub boxFinray4_Enter(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
boxFinray4.Enter 
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    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub txtAmp1_TextChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
Handles txtDisp1.TextChanged 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub butResetAll_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
butResetAll.Click 
 
        Dim reset_value As Integer 
 
        reset_value = 175 
 
        'Reset fin ray 1 
        sldDisp1.Value = 0 
        sldPhase1.Value = 0 
        numInitPos1.Value = reset_value 
        numInitPos1.Text = reset_value 
 
        'Reset fin ray 2 
        sldDisp2.Value = 0 
        sldPhase2.Value = 0 
        numInitPos2.Value = reset_value 
        numInitPos2.Text = reset_value 
 
        'Reset fin ray 3 
        sldDisp3.Value = 0 
        sldPhase3.Value = 0 
        numInitPos3.Value = reset_value 
        numInitPos3.Text = reset_value 
 
        'Reset fin ray 4 
        sldDisp4.Value = 0 
        sldPhase4.Value = 0 
        numInitPos4.Value = reset_value 
        numInitPos4.Text = reset_value 
         
        'Reset fin ray 5 
        sldDisp5.Value = 0 
        sldPhase5.Value = 0 
        numInitPos5.Value = reset_value 
        numInitPos5.Text = reset_value 
 
        'Reset fin ray 6 
        sldDisp6.Value = 0 
        sldPhase6.Value = 0 
        numInitPos6.Value = reset_value 
        numInitPos6.Text = reset_value 
 
        'Reset fin ray 7 
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        sldDisp7.Value = 0 
        sldPhase7.Value = 0 
        numInitPos7.Value = reset_value 
        numInitPos7.Text = reset_value 
 
        'Reset fin ray 8 
        sldDisp8.Value = 0 
        sldPhase8.Value = 0 
        numInitPos8.Value = reset_value 
        numInitPos8.Text = reset_value 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub numLolimit4_ValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
Handles numLolimit4.ValueChanged 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub numInitPos5_ValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
Handles numInitPos5.ValueChanged 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub numInitPos4_ValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
Handles numInitPos4.ValueChanged 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub AxCWKnob1_PointerValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
AxCWUIControlsLib._DCWKnobEvents_PointerValueChangedEvent) Handles 
knobTrack5.PointerValueChanged 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub butReset5_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
butReset5.Click 
        'Reset fin ray 5 
        sldDisp5.Value = 0 
        sldPhase5.Value = 0 
        numInitPos5.Value = 150 
        numInitPos5.Value = 150 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub butSetAll2FR1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
butSetAll2FR1.Click 
 
 
        'Reset fin ray 2 
        sldDisp2.Value = sldDisp1.Value 
        sldPhase2.Value = sldPhase1.Value 
        numInitPos2.Value = numInitPos1.Value 
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        numInitPos2.Text = numInitPos1.Text 
        numLolimit2.Value = numLolimit1.Value 
        numHilimit2.Value = numHilimit1.Value 
 
        'Reset fin ray 3 
        sldDisp3.Value = sldDisp1.Value 
        sldPhase3.Value = sldPhase1.Value 
        numInitPos3.Value = numInitPos1.Value 
        numInitPos3.Text = numInitPos1.Text 
        numLolimit3.Value = numLolimit1.Value 
        numHilimit3.Value = numHilimit1.Value 
 
        'Reset fin ray 4 
        sldDisp4.Value = sldDisp1.Value 
        sldPhase4.Value = sldPhase1.Value 
        numInitPos4.Value = numInitPos1.Value 
        numInitPos4.Text = numInitPos1.Text 
        numLolimit4.Value = numLolimit1.Value 
        numHilimit4.Value = numHilimit1.Value 
 
        'Reset fin ray 5 
        sldDisp5.Value = sldDisp1.Value 
        sldPhase5.Value = sldPhase1.Value 
        numInitPos5.Value = numInitPos1.Value 
        numInitPos5.Text = numInitPos1.Text 
        numLolimit5.Value = numLolimit1.Value 
        numHilimit5.Value = numHilimit1.Value 
 
        'Reset fin ray 6 
        sldDisp6.Value = sldDisp1.Value 
        sldPhase6.Value = sldPhase1.Value 
        numInitPos6.Value = numInitPos1.Value 
        numInitPos6.Text = numInitPos1.Text 
        numLolimit6.Value = numLolimit1.Value 
        numHilimit6.Value = numHilimit1.Value 
 
        'Reset fin ray 7 
        sldDisp7.Value = sldDisp1.Value 
        sldPhase7.Value = sldPhase1.Value 
        numInitPos7.Value = numInitPos1.Value 
        numInitPos7.Text = numInitPos1.Text 
        numLolimit7.Value = numLolimit1.Value 
        numHilimit7.Value = numHilimit1.Value 
 
        'Reset fin ray 8 
        sldDisp8.Value = sldDisp1.Value 
        sldPhase8.Value = sldPhase1.Value 
        numInitPos8.Value = numInitPos1.Value 
        numInitPos8.Text = numInitPos1.Text 
        numLolimit8.Value = numLolimit1.Value 
        numHilimit8.Value = numHilimit1.Value 
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    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub radSinusoid_CheckedChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) Handles radSinusoid.CheckedChanged 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub timMode1_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
timMode1.Tick 
        'Timer drives the motor using a the yaw turn trajectories.  
         
 
 
        Dim SweepPos1 As UInt16 
        Dim SweepPos2 As UInt16 
        Dim SweepPos3 As UInt16 
        Dim SweepPos4 As UInt16 
        Dim SweepPos5 As UInt16 
        Dim SweepPos6 As UInt16 
        Dim SweepPos7 As UInt16 
        Dim SweepPos8 As UInt16 
 
        'only one period 
        While Time < 0.167 * ((2 * Pi) / freq1) 
 
            'major axes 
            'fr1 - motor 1 
            Pos1 = initPos1 - 100 * (37.661 - 31.728 * Math.Cos(freq1 * Time + phase1) + 0.598 * 
Math.Sin(freq1 * Time + phase1) - 5.143 * Math.Cos(2 * freq1 * Time + phase1) - 6.076 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq4 * Time + phase1) - 3.889 * Math.Cos(3 * freq1 * Time + phase1) + 1.27 * Math.Sin(3 * freq1 * Time 
+ phase1) - 1.006 * Math.Cos(4 * freq1 * Time + phase1) + 0.385 * Math.Sin(4 * freq1 * Time + phase1)) 
            knobTrack1.Value = Pos1 
            SweepPos1 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos1) 
 
            'fr4 - motor 2 
            Pos2 = initPos2 - 100 * (22.665 - 21.735 * Math.Cos(freq2 * Time + phase2) - 10.481 * 
Math.Sin(freq2 * Time + phase2) - 2.409 * Math.Cos(2 * freq2 * Time + phase2) - 5.331 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq2 * Time + phase2) + 1.48 * Math.Cos(3 * freq2 * Time + phase2) - 6.294 * Math.Sin(3 * freq2 * Time 
+ phase2)) 
            knobTrack2.Value = Pos2 
            SweepPos2 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos2) 
 
            'fr7 - motor 3    
            Pos3 = initPos3 - 100 * (37.648 - 32.061 * Math.Cos(freq3 * Time + phase3) - 5.321 * 
Math.Sin(freq3 * Time + phase3) + 0.683 * Math.Cos(2 * freq3 * Time + phase3) - 7.067 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq3 * Time + phase3) - 0.593 * Math.Cos(3 * freq3 * Time + phase3) + 0.922 * Math.Sin(3 * freq3 * Time 
+ phase3) - 2.904 * Math.Cos(4 * freq4 * Time + phase4) + 0.916 * Math.Sin(4 * freq4 * Time + phase4)) 
            knobTrack3.Value = Pos3 
            SweepPos3 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos3) 
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            'fr10 - motor 4 
            Pos4 = initPos4 - 100 * (38.549 - 37.913 * Math.Cos(freq4 * Time + phase4) + 19.531 * 
Math.Sin(freq4 * Time + phase4) + 0.091 * Math.Cos(2 * freq4 * Time + phase4) - 14.268 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq4 * Time + phase4) - 0.369 * Math.Cos(3 * freq4 * Time + phase4) + 0.869 * Math.Sin(3 * freq4 * Time 
+ phase4) + 1.2 * Math.Cos(4 * freq4 * Time + phase4) - 0.772 * Math.Sin(4 * freq4 * Time + phase4)) 
            knobTrack4.Value = Pos4 
            SweepPos4 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos4) 
 
            'fr14 - motor 5 
            Pos5 = initPos5 - 100 * (29.64 - 23.862 * Math.Cos(freq5 * Time + phase5) + 40.513 * 
Math.Sin(freq5 * Time + phase5) - 7.998 * Math.Cos(2 * freq5 * Time + phase5) - 19.92 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq5 * Time + phase5) + 1.719 * Math.Cos(3 * freq5 * Time + phase5) + 4.98 * Math.Sin(3 * freq5 * Time 
+ phase5) - 1.303 * Math.Cos(4 * freq5 * Time + phase5) - 4.49 * Math.Sin(4 * freq5 * Time + phase5)) 
            knobTrack5.Value = Pos5 
            SweepPos5 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos5) 
 
            'Output to motors 
            SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 0, SweepPos1)  'sweep ray 1 
            SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 1, SweepPos2)  'sweep ray 2 
            SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 2, SweepPos3)  'sweep ray 3 
            SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 3, SweepPos4)  'sweep ray 4 
            SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 4, SweepPos5)  'sweep ray 5 
 
            'Update time 
            Time = Time + dT 
 
        End While 
 
 
        While Time >= 0.167 * ((2 * Pi) / freq1) And Time < 0.722 * ((2 * Pi) / freq1) 
            'major axes 
            'fr1 - motor 1 
            Pos1 = initPos1 - 100 * (37.661 - 31.728 * Math.Cos(freq1 * Time + phase1) + 0.598 * 
Math.Sin(freq1 * Time + phase1) - 5.143 * Math.Cos(2 * freq1 * Time + phase1) - 6.076 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq4 * Time + phase1) - 3.889 * Math.Cos(3 * freq1 * Time + phase1) + 1.27 * Math.Sin(3 * freq1 * Time 
+ phase1) - 1.006 * Math.Cos(4 * freq1 * Time + phase1) + 0.385 * Math.Sin(4 * freq1 * Time + phase1)) 
            knobTrack1.Value = Pos1 
            SweepPos1 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos1) 
 
            'fr4 - motor 2 
            Pos2 = initPos2 - 100 * (22.665 - 21.735 * Math.Cos(freq2 * Time + phase2) - 10.481 * 
Math.Sin(freq2 * Time + phase2) - 2.409 * Math.Cos(2 * freq2 * Time + phase2) - 5.331 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq2 * Time + phase2) + 1.48 * Math.Cos(3 * freq2 * Time + phase2) - 6.294 * Math.Sin(3 * freq2 * Time 
+ phase2)) 
            knobTrack2.Value = Pos2 
            SweepPos2 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos2) 
 
            'fr7 - motor 3    
            Pos3 = initPos3 - 100 * (37.648 - 32.061 * Math.Cos(freq3 * Time + phase3) - 5.321 * 
Math.Sin(freq3 * Time + phase3) + 0.683 * Math.Cos(2 * freq3 * Time + phase3) - 7.067 * Math.Sin(2 * 
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freq3 * Time + phase3) - 0.593 * Math.Cos(3 * freq3 * Time + phase3) + 0.922 * Math.Sin(3 * freq3 * Time 
+ phase3) - 2.904 * Math.Cos(4 * freq4 * Time + phase4) + 0.916 * Math.Sin(4 * freq4 * Time + phase4)) 
            knobTrack3.Value = Pos3 
            SweepPos3 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos3) 
 
            'fr10 - motor 4 
            Pos4 = initPos4 - 100 * (38.549 - 37.913 * Math.Cos(freq4 * Time + phase4) + 19.531 * 
Math.Sin(freq4 * Time + phase4) + 0.091 * Math.Cos(2 * freq4 * Time + phase4) - 14.268 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq4 * Time + phase4) - 0.369 * Math.Cos(3 * freq4 * Time + phase4) + 0.869 * Math.Sin(3 * freq4 * Time 
+ phase4) + 1.2 * Math.Cos(4 * freq4 * Time + phase4) - 0.772 * Math.Sin(4 * freq4 * Time + phase4)) 
            knobTrack4.Value = Pos4 
            SweepPos4 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos4) 
 
            'fr14 - motor 5 
            Pos5 = initPos5 - 100 * (29.64 - 23.862 * Math.Cos(freq5 * Time + phase5) + 40.513 * 
Math.Sin(freq5 * Time + phase5) - 7.998 * Math.Cos(2 * freq5 * Time + phase5) - 19.92 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq5 * Time + phase5) + 1.719 * Math.Cos(3 * freq5 * Time + phase5) + 4.98 * Math.Sin(3 * freq5 * Time 
+ phase5) - 1.303 * Math.Cos(4 * freq5 * Time + phase5) - 4.49 * Math.Sin(4 * freq5 * Time + phase5)) 
            knobTrack5.Value = Pos5 
            SweepPos5 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos5) 
 
            'minor axes 
            'fr1 - motor 6 (pairs with motor 1) 
            Pos6 = initPos6 - 100 * (2.223 - 2.209 * Math.Cos(freq6 * Time + phase6) + 2.861 * Math.Sin(freq6 
* Time + phase6) - 0.014 * Math.Cos(2 * freq6 * Time + phase6) + 5.35 * Math.Sin(2 * freq6 * Time + 
phase6)) 
            knobTrack6.Value = Pos6 
            SweepPos6 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos6) 
 
            'fr10 - motor 7 (pairs with motor 4) 
            Pos7 = initPos7 - 100 * (-1.43 + 4.858 * Math.Cos(freq7 * Time + phase7) + 8.824 * Math.Sin(freq7 
* Time + phase7) - 1.578 * Math.Cos(2 * freq7 * Time + phase7) - 2.058 * Math.Sin(2 * freq7 * Time + 
phase7) - 1.384 * Math.Cos(3 * freq7 * Time + phase7) + 1.145 * Math.Sin(3 * freq7 * Time + phase7) - 
0.464 * Math.Cos(4 * freq7 * Time + phase7) - 3.339 * Math.Sin(4 * freq7 * Time + phase7)) 
            knobTrack7.Value = Pos7 
            SweepPos7 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos7) 
 
 
            'fr14 - motor 8 (pairs with motor 5) 
            Pos8 = initPos8 - 100 * (5.375 + 3.343 * Math.Cos(freq8 * Time + phase8) + 10.823 * 
Math.Sin(freq8 * Time + phase8) - 6.575 * Math.Cos(2 * freq8 * Time + phase8) + 4.784 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq8 * Time + phase8) - 4.082 * Math.Cos(3 * freq8 * Time + phase8) - 2.524 * Math.Sin(3 * freq8 * Time 
+ phase8) + 0.43 * Math.Cos(4 * freq8 * Time + phase8) - 2.553 * Math.Sin(4 * freq8 * Time + phase8) + 
1.509 * Math.Cos(5 * freq8 * Time + phase8) + 0.094 * Math.Sin(5 * freq8 * Time + phase8)) 
            knobTrack8.Value = Pos8 
            SweepPos8 = Convert.ToUInt16(Pos8) 
 
            'Output to motors 
            SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 0, SweepPos1)  'sweep ray 1 
            SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 1, SweepPos2)  'sweep ray 2 
            SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 2, SweepPos3)  'sweep ray 3 
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            SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 3, SweepPos4)  'sweep ray 4 
            SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 4, SweepPos5)  'sweep ray 5 
 
            SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 5, SweepPos6)  'sweep ray 6 
            SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 6, SweepPos7)  'sweep ray 7 
            SC8_SendPos(Controller1, 7, SweepPos8)  'sweep ray 8 
 
            'Update time 
            Time = Time + dT 
 
 
        End While 
 
 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub boxFinray3_Enter(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
boxFinray3.Enter 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub knobTrack1_PointerValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
AxCWUIControlsLib._DCWKnobEvents_PointerValueChangedEvent) Handles 
knobTrack1.PointerValueChanged 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub butReset6_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
butReset6.Click 
        'Reset fin ray 6 
        sldDisp6.Value = 0 
        sldPhase6.Value = 0 
        numInitPos6.Value = 150 
        numInitPos6.Value = 150 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub knobTrack2_PointerValueChanged(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
AxCWUIControlsLib._DCWKnobEvents_PointerValueChangedEvent) Handles 
knobTrack2.PointerValueChanged 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub butReset7_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
butReset7.Click 
        'Reset fin ray 7 
        sldDisp7.Value = 0 
        sldPhase7.Value = 0 
        numInitPos7.Value = 150 
        numInitPos7.Value = 150 
    End Sub 
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    Private Sub butReset8_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
butReset8.Click 
        'Reset fin ray 8 
        sldDisp8.Value = 0 
        sldPhase8.Value = 0 
        numInitPos8.Value = 150 
        numInitPos8.Value = 150 
    End Sub 
End Class 
 
 
Appendix E  Program 2.0 
 
'J. gottlieb, May09 
    'Program designed to control 8 digital servos (HS-5990-TG) 
 
 
Imports System.IO 
Public Class Form1 
 
    'servos 0-4 used for sweep control 
    'servos 5-7 used for lateral motions 
    Declare Function GetTickCount Lib "kernel32.dll" () As Integer 
    'declare variables 
    Const Pi = 3.14159265 
    Dim Time As Double 
    Dim dT As Double 
    Dim t As Double 
    Dim freq As Double 
    Dim initPos0 As Double 
    Dim Amp0 As Double 
    Dim Pos0 As Double 
    Dim initPos1 As Double 
    Dim Amp1 As Double 
    Dim Pos1 As Double 
    Dim initPos2 As Double 
    Dim Amp2 As Double 
    Dim Pos2 As Double 
    Dim Amp3 As Double 
    Dim Pos3 As Double 
    Dim initPos3 As Double 
    Dim Amp4 As Double 
    Dim Pos4 As Double 
    Dim initPos4 As Double 
    Dim Amp5 As Double 
    Dim Pos5 As Double 
    Dim initPos5 As Double 
    Dim Amp6 As Double 
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    Dim Pos6 As Double 
    Dim initPos6 As Double 
    Dim Amp7 As Double 
    Dim Pos7 As Double 
    Dim initPos7 As Double 
    Dim inc As Integer 
    Dim halfstep As Double 
    Dim plusstep As Double 
    Dim numDtplus As Double 
    Dim starttime As Double 
    Dim systime As Double 
    Dim nextstep As Double 
    Dim stop_index As Integer = 0 
    Dim testduration As Double 
    Private Const dir As String = "C:\Documents and Settings\JLT\Desktop\Jonah_vb2008_mar9_2009"   
'change as necessary 
    Dim save_index As Integer = 0 
    Dim file_name_save As String 
    Dim path_save As String 
    Dim file_name_load As String 
    Dim path_load As String 
    Dim offset_switch As Double 
    Dim yawmult As Double 
    Dim fr1mult As Double 
    Dim fr4mult As Double 
    Dim fr7mult As Double 
    Dim fr10mult As Double 
    Dim fr14mult As Double 
    Dim yawgain1 As Double 
    Dim yawgain10 As Double 
    Dim yawgain14 As Double 
 
 
 
    Private Sub Stop_but_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
Stop_but.Click 
        SerialPort1.Close() 
        Timer1.Enabled = False 
        Timer2.Enabled = False 
        Timer3.Enabled = False 
        Led1.Value = False 
        stop_index = 1 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub butExit_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
butExit.Click 
        SerialPort1.Close() 
        Timer1.Enabled = False 
        Timer2.Enabled = False 
        Timer3.Enabled = False 
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        Close() 
    End Sub 
 
 
 
'cosine sweep 
    Private Sub Timer1_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
Timer1.Tick 
        If Time < testduration Then 
            If inc = 1 Then 
                Led1.Value = False 
                Pos0 = initPos0 - Amp0 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos1 = initPos1 - Amp1 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos2 = initPos2 - Amp2 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos3 = initPos3 - Amp3 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos4 = initPos4 - Amp4 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
 
                knobPos0.Value = (Pos0 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos1.Value = (Pos1 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos2.Value = (Pos2 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos3.Value = (Pos3 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos4.Value = (Pos4 - 1500) / 11.1 
 
'output to motors 
                SerialPort1.Write("#0 P" & Pos0 & " " + "#1 P" & Pos1 & " " + "#2 P" & Pos2 & " " + "#3 P" & Pos3 
& " " + "#4 P" & Pos4 & " " + "#5 P" & Pos5 & " " + "#6 P" & Pos6 & " " + "#7 P" & Pos7 & " " + "T" & 
numDtplus & " " + Chr(13)) 
 
'half time step update 
                inc = 0 
                Time = Time + halfstep 
            ElseIf inc = 0 Then 
                Led1.Value = True 
                Pos0 = initPos0 - Amp0 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT))) 
                Pos1 = initPos1 - Amp1 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT))) 
                Pos2 = initPos2 - Amp2 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT))) 
                Pos3 = initPos3 - Amp3 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT))) 
                Pos4 = initPos4 - Amp4 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT))) 
 
                knobPos0.Value = (Pos0 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos1.Value = (Pos1 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos2.Value = (Pos2 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos3.Value = (Pos3 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos4.Value = (Pos4 - 1500) / 11.1 
 
                SerialPort1.Write("#0 P" & Pos0 & " " + "#1 P" & Pos1 & " " + "#2 P" & Pos2 & " " + "#3 P" & Pos3 
& " " + "#4 P" & Pos4 & " " + "T" & numDT.Value & " " + Chr(13)) 
                inc = 1 
                Time = Time + halfstep 
            End If 
        Else 
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            Timer1.Enabled = False 
            stop_index = 1 
            Led1.Value = False 
        End If 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub but_Start_Sine_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
but_Start_Sine.Click 
        But_Start_Mode1.Enabled = False 
        but_start_yaw.Enabled = False 
        If stop_index = 0 Then 
            Time = 0 
            inc = 0 
            testduration = numperiods.Value / numFreq.Value 
        Else 
            testduration = Time + numperiods.Value / numFreq.Value 
            inc = 0 
        End If 
        SerialPort1.Close() 
        SerialPort1.Open() 
        numDtplus = 1.5 * numDT.Value 
        dT = numDT.Value / 1000 
        halfstep = dT / 2 
        plusstep = dT + halfstep 
        freq = 2 * Pi * numFreq.Value 
        initPos0 = inipos0.Value 
        Amp0 = 11.1 * sldAmp0.Value 
        initPos1 = inipos1.Value 
        Amp1 = 11.1 * sldAmp1.Value 
        initPos2 = inipos2.Value 
        Amp2 = 11.1 * sldAmp2.Value 
        initPos3 = inipos3.Value 
        Amp3 = 11.1 * sldAmp3.Value 
        initPos4 = inipos4.Value 
        Amp4 = 11.1 * sldAmp4.Value 
        initPos5 = inipos5.Value 
        Amp5 = 11.1 * sldAmp5.Value 
        initPos6 = inipos6.Value 
        Amp6 = 11.1 * sldAmp6.Value 
        initPos7 = inipos7.Value 
        Amp7 = 11.1 * sldAmp7.Value 
        Pos0 = initPos0 - Amp0 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT))) 
        Pos1 = initPos1 - Amp1 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT))) 
        Pos2 = initPos2 - Amp2 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT))) 
        Pos3 = initPos3 - Amp3 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT))) 
        Pos4 = initPos4 - Amp4 * ((1 / 2) - (1 / 2) * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT))) 
 
        knobPos0.Value = (Pos0 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos1.Value = (Pos1 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos2.Value = (Pos2 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos3.Value = (Pos3 - 1500) / 11.1 
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        KnobPos4.Value = (Pos4 - 1500) / 11.1 
 
        SerialPort1.Write("#0 P" & Pos0 & " " + "#1 P" & Pos1 & " " + "#2 P" & Pos2 & " " + "#3 P" & Pos3 & " " 
+ "#4 P" & Pos4 & " " + "T" & numDT.Value & " " + Chr(13)) 
        Timer1.Interval = numDT.Value / 2 
        Timer1.Enabled = True 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub Reset_but_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
Reset_but.Click 
        Timer1.Enabled = False 
        Timer2.Enabled = False 
        Timer3.Enabled = False 
        SerialPort1.Close() 
        SerialPort1.Open() 
 
        SerialPort1.Write("#0 P" & initPos0 & " " + "#1 P" & initPos1 & " " + "#2 P" & initPos2 & " " + "#3 P" & 
initPos3 & " " + "#4 P" & initPos4 & " " + "#5 P" & initPos5 & " " + "#6 P" & initPos6 & " " + "#7 P" & 
initPos7 & " " + "T500" + Chr(13)) 
        knobPos0.Value = (initPos0 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos1.Value = (initPos1 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos2.Value = (initPos2 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos3.Value = (initPos3 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos4.Value = (initPos4 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos5.Value = (initPos5 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos6.Value = (initPos6 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos7.Value = (initPos7 - 1500) / 11.1 
        stop_index = 0 
        but_Start_Sine.Enabled = True 
        But_Start_Mode1.Enabled = True 
        but_start_yaw.Enabled = True 
        Led1.Value = False 
    End Sub 
 
'steady swimming motion 
    Private Sub But_Start_Mode1_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) 
Handles But_Start_Mode1.Click 
        but_Start_Sine.Enabled = False 
        but_start_yaw.Enabled = False 
        If stop_index = 0 Then 
            Time = 0 
            inc = 0 
            testduration = numperiods.Value / numFreq.Value 
        Else 
            testduration = Time + numperiods.Value / numFreq.Value 
            inc = 0 
        End If 
        SerialPort1.Close() 
        SerialPort1.Open() 
        numDtplus = 1.5 * numDT.Value 
        dT = numDT.Value / 1000 
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        halfstep = dT / 2 
        plusstep = dT + halfstep 
        freq = 2 * Pi * numFreq.Value 
        initPos0 = inipos0.Value 
        Amp0 = 11.1 * sldAmp0.Value 
        initPos1 = inipos1.Value 
        Amp1 = 11.1 * sldAmp1.Value 
        initPos2 = inipos2.Value 
        Amp2 = 11.1 * sldAmp2.Value 
        initPos3 = inipos3.Value 
        Amp3 = 11.1 * sldAmp3.Value 
        initPos4 = inipos4.Value 
        Amp4 = 11.1 * sldAmp4.Value 
        initPos5 = inipos5.Value 
        Amp5 = 11.1 * sldAmp5.Value 
        initPos6 = inipos6.Value 
        Amp6 = 11.1 * sldAmp6.Value 
        initPos7 = inipos7.Value 
        Amp7 = 11.1 * sldAmp7.Value 
 
        Pos0 = initPos0 - Amp0 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.225 * Math.Sin(freq * 
(Time + dT)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
        Pos1 = initPos1 - Amp1 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.225 * Math.Sin(freq * 
(Time + dT)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
        Pos2 = initPos2 - Amp2 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.225 * Math.Sin(freq * 
(Time + dT)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
        Pos3 = initPos3 - Amp3 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.225 * Math.Sin(freq * 
(Time + dT)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
        Pos4 = initPos4 - Amp4 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.225 * Math.Sin(freq * 
(Time + dT)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
        
 
 
        SerialPort1.Write("#0 P" & Pos0 & " " + "#1 P" & Pos1 & " " + "#2 P" & Pos2 & " " + "#3 P" & Pos3 & " " 
+ "#4 P" & Pos4 & " " + "T" & numDT.Value & " " + Chr(13)) 
 
        knobPos0.Value = (Pos0 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos1.Value = (Pos1 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos2.Value = (Pos2 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos3.Value = (Pos3 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos4.Value = (Pos4 - 1500) / 11.1 
 
        Timer2.Interval = numDT.Value / 2 
        Timer2.Enabled = True 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub Timer2_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
Timer2.Tick 
        If Time < testduration Then 
            If inc = 1 Then 
                Led1.Value = False 
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                Pos0 = initPos0 - Amp0 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 0.225 * 
Math.Sin(freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos1 = initPos1 - Amp1 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 0.225 * 
Math.Sin(freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos2 = initPos2 - Amp2 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 0.225 * 
Math.Sin(freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos3 = initPos3 - Amp3 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 0.225 * 
Math.Sin(freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos4 = initPos4 - Amp4 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 0.225 * 
Math.Sin(freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                
                knobPos0.Value = (Pos0 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos1.Value = (Pos1 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos2.Value = (Pos2 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos3.Value = (Pos3 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos4.Value = (Pos4 - 1500) / 11.1 
 
                SerialPort1.Write("#0 P" & Pos0 & " " + "#1 P" & Pos1 & " " + "#2 P" & Pos2 & " " + "#3 P" & Pos3 
& " " + "#4 P" & Pos4 & " " + "T" & numDtplus & " " + Chr(13)) 
                inc = 0 
                Time = Time + halfstep 
            ElseIf inc = 0 Then 
                Led1.Value = True 
                Pos0 = initPos0 - Amp0 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.225 * Math.Sin(freq * 
(Time + dT)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
                Pos1 = initPos1 - Amp1 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.225 * Math.Sin(freq * 
(Time + dT)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
                Pos2 = initPos2 - Amp2 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.225 * Math.Sin(freq * 
(Time + dT)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
                Pos3 = initPos3 - Amp3 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.225 * Math.Sin(freq * 
(Time + dT)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
                Pos4 = initPos4 - Amp4 * (0.414 - 0.438 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.225 * Math.Sin(freq * 
(Time + dT)) + 0.033 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.084 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
                 
                knobPos0.Value = (Pos0 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos1.Value = (Pos1 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos2.Value = (Pos2 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos3.Value = (Pos3 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos4.Value = (Pos4 - 1500) / 11.1 
                 
                SerialPort1.Write("#0 P" & Pos0 & " " + "#1 P" & Pos1 & " " + "#2 P" & Pos2 & " " + "#3 P" & Pos3 
& " " + "#4 P" & Pos4 & " " + "T" & numDT.Value & " " + Chr(13)) 
                inc = 1 
                Time = Time + halfstep 
            End If 
        Else 
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            Timer2.Enabled = False 
            stop_index = 1 
            Led1.Value = False 
        End If 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub Save_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles Save.Click 
        If Not Directory.Exists(dir) Then 
            Directory.CreateDirectory(dir) 
        End If 
        If save_index = 0 Then 
            file_name_save = filename.Text + ".txt" 
        Else 
            file_name_save = filename.Text + "_" + save_index.ToString + ".txt" 
        End If 
        save_index = save_index + 1 
        path_save = dir & file_name_save 
        Dim textout As New StreamWriter( _ 
            New FileStream(path_save, FileMode.Create, FileAccess.Write)) 
        textout.WriteLine(inipos0.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(inipos1.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(inipos2.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(inipos3.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(inipos4.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(inipos5.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(inipos6.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(inipos7.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(sldAmp0.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(sldAmp1.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(sldAmp2.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(sldAmp3.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(sldAmp4.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(sldAmp5.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(sldAmp6.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(sldAmp7.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(numFreq.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(numDT.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(numperiods.Value) 
        textout.WriteLine(Yaw_multiplier.Value) 
        textout.Close() 
    End Sub 
 
'load previous settings 
    Private Sub Load_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles Load.Click 
        file_name_load = filename.Text + ".txt" 
        path_load = dir & file_name_load 
        Dim textin As New StreamReader( _ 
            New FileStream(path_load, FileMode.Open, FileAccess.Read)) 
        inipos0.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        inipos1.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        inipos2.Value = textin.ReadLine 
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        inipos3.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        inipos4.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        inipos5.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        inipos6.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        inipos7.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        sldAmp0.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        sldAmp1.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        sldAmp2.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        sldAmp3.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        sldAmp4.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        sldAmp5.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        sldAmp6.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        sldAmp7.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        numFreq.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        numDT.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        numperiods.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        Yaw_multiplier.Value = textin.ReadLine 
        textin.Close() 
 
    End Sub 
 
'yaw turn trajectories 
'major axes: motors 0-4, minor axes: 5-7 
    Private Sub but_start_yaw_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
but_start_yaw.Click 
        but_Start_Sine.Enabled = False 
        But_Start_Mode1.Enabled = False 
        If stop_index = 0 Then 
            Time = 0 
            inc = 0 
            testduration = numperiods.Value / numFreq.Value 
        Else 
            testduration = Time + numperiods.Value / numFreq.Value 
            inc = 0 
        End If 
        SerialPort1.Close() 
        SerialPort1.Open() 
        numDtplus = 1.5 * numDT.Value 
        dT = numDT.Value / 1000 
        halfstep = dT / 2 
        plusstep = dT + halfstep 
        freq = 2 * Pi * numFreq.Value 
        initPos0 = inipos0.Value 
        Amp0 = 11.1 * sldAmp0.Value 
        initPos1 = inipos1.Value 
        Amp1 = 11.1 * sldAmp1.Value 
        initPos2 = inipos2.Value 
        Amp2 = 11.1 * sldAmp2.Value 
        initPos3 = inipos3.Value 
        Amp3 = 11.1 * sldAmp3.Value 
        initPos4 = inipos4.Value 
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        Amp4 = 11.1 * sldAmp4.Value 
        initPos5 = inipos5.Value 
        Amp5 = 11.1 * sldAmp5.Value 
        initPos6 = inipos6.Value 
        Amp6 = 11.1 * sldAmp6.Value 
        initPos7 = inipos7.Value 
        Amp7 = 11.1 * sldAmp7.Value 
        yawmult = Yaw_multiplier.Value 
        yawgain1 = yawyaw1.Value 
        yawgain10 = yawyaw10.Value 
        yawgain14 = yawyaw14.Value 
        fr1mult = mult1.Value 
        fr4mult = mult4.Value 
        fr7mult = mult7.Value 
        fr10mult = mult10.Value 
        fr14mult = mult14.Value 
 
        Pos0 = initPos0 + 11.1 * yawmult * fr1mult * (33.327 - 22.219 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) + 5.865 
* Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) - 5.196 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 5.052 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * 
(Time + dT)) - 3.499 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.29 * Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 2.413 * 
Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 1.128 * Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
        Pos1 = initPos1 - 11.1 * yawmult * fr4mult * (49.635 - 26.856 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) - 12.793 
* Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) - 15.172 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 17.267 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * 
(Time + dT)) - 4.107 * Math.Cos(2.31 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 18.005 * Math.Sin(2.31 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
        Pos2 = initPos2 + 11.1 * yawmult * fr7mult * (34.799 - 37.264 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) - 9.315 * 
Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.435 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 4.954 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time 
+ dT)) + 2.03 * Math.Cos(1.25 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 13.896 * Math.Sin(1.25 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
        Pos3 = initPos3 + 11.1 * yawmult * fr10mult * (37.495 - 30.43 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) + 26.714 
* Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) - 3.594 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 6.812 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * 
(Time + dT)) - 3.126 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.098 * Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.344 * 
Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 1.121 * Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
        Pos4 = initPos4 - 11.1 * yawmult * fr14mult * (31.255 - 25.308 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) + 
32.342 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) - 4.62 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 11.172 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.237 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 4.762 * Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 
0.893 * Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 3.923 * Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
        Pos5 = initPos5 + 11.1 * yawmult * yawgain1 * (2.223 - 2.209 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) + 2.861 * 
Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.014 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 5.35 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time 
+ dT))) 
        Pos6 = initPos6 + 11.1 * yawmult * yawgain10 * (-1.43 + 4.858 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) + 8.824 
* Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) - 1.578 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 2.058 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * 
(Time + dT)) - 1.384 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 1.145 * Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.464 * 
Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 3.339 * Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
        Pos7 = initPos7 + 11.1 * yawmult * yawgain14 * (24.949 + 3.304 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) + 
10.319 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) - 6.534 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 4.784 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq * (Time + dT)) - 4.121 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 2.681 * Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 
0.472 * Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 2.553 * Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 1.471 * Math.Cos(5 * 
freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.014 * Math.Sin(5 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
 
        SerialPort1.Write("#0 P" & Pos0 & " " + "#1 P" & Pos1 & " " + "#2 P" & Pos2 & " " + "#3 P" & Pos3 & " " 
+ "#4 P" & Pos4 & " " + "#5 P" & Pos5 & " " + "#6 P" & Pos6 & " " + "#7 P" & Pos7 & " " + "T" & 
numDT.Value & " " + Chr(13)) 
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        knobPos0.Value = (Pos0 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos1.Value = (Pos1 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos2.Value = (Pos2 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos3.Value = (Pos3 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos4.Value = (Pos4 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos5.Value = (Pos5 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos6.Value = (Pos6 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos7.Value = (Pos7 - 1500) / 11.1 
 
        Timer3.Interval = numDT.Value / 2 
        Timer3.Enabled = True 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub Timer3_Tick(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
Timer3.Tick 
        If Time < testduration Then 
            If inc = 1 Then 
                Led1.Value = False 
 
 
                Pos0 = initPos0 + 11.1 * yawmult * fr1mult * (33.327 - 22.219 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + 
plusstep)) + 5.865 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 5.196 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 
5.052 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 3.499 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 0.29 * 
Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 2.413 * Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 1.128 * 
Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos1 = initPos1 - 11.1 * yawmult * fr4mult * (49.635 - 26.856 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + 
plusstep)) - 12.793 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 15.172 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 
17.267 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 4.107 * Math.Cos(2.31 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 
18.005 * Math.Sin(2.31 * freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos2 = initPos2 + 11.1 * yawmult * fr7mult * (34.799 - 37.264 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + 
plusstep)) - 9.315 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.435 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 
4.954 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 2.03 * Math.Cos(1.25 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 13.896 
* Math.Sin(1.25 * freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos3 = initPos3 + 11.1 * yawmult * fr10mult * (37.495 - 30.43 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + 
plusstep)) + 26.714 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 3.594 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 
6.812 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 3.126 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.098 * 
Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 0.344 * Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 1.121 * 
Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos4 = initPos4 - 11.1 * yawmult * fr14mult * (31.255 - 25.308 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + 
plusstep)) + 32.342 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 4.62 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 
11.172 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.237 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 4.762 * 
Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 0.893 * Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 3.923 * 
Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos5 = initPos5 + 11.1 * yawmult * yawgain1 * (2.223 - 2.209 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + 
plusstep)) + 2.861 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 0.014 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 
5.35 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos6 = initPos6 + 11.1 * yawmult * yawgain10 * (-1.43 + 4.858 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + 
plusstep)) + 8.824 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 1.578 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 
2.058 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 1.384 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 1.145 * 
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Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 0.464 * Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 3.339 * 
Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
                Pos7 = initPos7 + 11.1 * yawmult * yawgain14 * (24.949 + 3.304 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + 
plusstep)) + 10.319 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 6.534 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 
4.784 * Math.Sin(2 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 4.121 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 2.681 * 
Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.472 * Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) - 2.553 * 
Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 1.471 * Math.Cos(5 * freq * (Time + plusstep)) + 0.014 * 
Math.Sin(5 * freq * (Time + plusstep))) 
 
 
                knobPos0.Value = (Pos0 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos1.Value = (Pos1 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos2.Value = (Pos2 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos3.Value = (Pos3 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos4.Value = (Pos4 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos5.Value = (Pos5 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos6.Value = (Pos6 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos7.Value = (Pos7 - 1500) / 11.1 
 
                SerialPort1.Write("#0 P" & Pos0 & " " + "#1 P" & Pos1 & " " + "#2 P" & Pos2 & " " + "#3 P" & Pos3 
& " " + "#4 P" & Pos4 & " " + "#5 P" & Pos5 & " " + "#6 P" & Pos6 & " " + "#7 P" & Pos7 & " " + "T" & 
numDtplus & " " + Chr(13)) 
                inc = 0 
                Time = Time + halfstep 
            ElseIf inc = 0 Then 
                Led1.Value = True 
                Pos0 = initPos0 + 11.1 * yawmult * fr1mult * (33.327 - 22.219 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) + 
5.865 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) - 5.196 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 5.052 * Math.Sin(2 * freq 
* (Time + dT)) - 3.499 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.29 * Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 2.413 * 
Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 1.128 * Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
                Pos1 = initPos1 - 11.1 * yawmult * fr4mult * (49.635 - 26.856 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) - 
12.793 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) - 15.172 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 17.267 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq * (Time + dT)) - 4.107 * Math.Cos(2.31 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 18.005 * Math.Sin(2.31 * freq * (Time + 
dT))) 
                Pos2 = initPos2 + 11.1 * yawmult * fr7mult * (34.799 - 37.264 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) - 
9.315 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.435 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 4.954 * Math.Sin(2 * freq 
* (Time + dT)) + 2.03 * Math.Cos(1.25 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 13.896 * Math.Sin(1.25 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
                Pos3 = initPos3 + 11.1 * yawmult * fr10mult * (37.495 - 30.43 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) + 
26.714 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) - 3.594 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 6.812 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq * (Time + dT)) - 3.126 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.098 * Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 
0.344 * Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 1.121 * Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
                Pos4 = initPos4 - 11.1 * yawmult * fr14mult * (31.255 - 25.308 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) + 
32.342 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) - 4.62 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 11.172 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.237 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 4.762 * Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 
0.893 * Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 3.923 * Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
                Pos5 = initPos5 + 11.1 * yawmult * yawgain1 * (2.223 - 2.209 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) + 
2.861 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.014 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 5.35 * Math.Sin(2 * freq 
* (Time + dT))) 
                Pos6 = initPos6 + 11.1 * yawmult * yawgain10 * (-1.43 + 4.858 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) + 
8.824 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) - 1.578 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 2.058 * Math.Sin(2 * freq 
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* (Time + dT)) - 1.384 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 1.145 * Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 0.464 
* Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 3.339 * Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
                Pos7 = initPos7 + 11.1 * yawmult * yawgain14 * (24.949 + 3.304 * Math.Cos(freq * (Time + dT)) + 
10.319 * Math.Sin(freq * (Time + dT)) - 6.534 * Math.Cos(2 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 4.784 * Math.Sin(2 * 
freq * (Time + dT)) - 4.121 * Math.Cos(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 2.681 * Math.Sin(3 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 
0.472 * Math.Cos(4 * freq * (Time + dT)) - 2.553 * Math.Sin(4 * freq * (Time + dT)) + 1.471 * Math.Cos(5 * 
freq * (Time + dT)) + 0.014 * Math.Sin(5 * freq * (Time + dT))) 
 
                knobPos0.Value = (Pos0 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos1.Value = (Pos1 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos2.Value = (Pos2 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos3.Value = (Pos3 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos4.Value = (Pos4 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos5.Value = (Pos5 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos6.Value = (Pos6 - 1500) / 11.1 
                KnobPos7.Value = (Pos7 - 1500) / 11.1 
 
                SerialPort1.Write("#0 P" & Pos0 & " " + "#1 P" & Pos1 & " " + "#2 P" & Pos2 & " " + "#3 P" & Pos3 
& " " + "#4 P" & Pos4 & " " + "#5 P" & Pos5 & " " + "#6 P" & Pos6 & " " + "#7 P" & Pos7 & " " + "T" & 
numDT.Value & " " + Chr(13)) 
                inc = 1 
                Time = Time + halfstep 
            End If 
        Else 
            Timer3.Enabled = False 
            stop_index = 1 
            Led1.Value = False 
        End If 
    End Sub 
 
    Private Sub GoToInit_Click(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As System.EventArgs) Handles 
GoToInit.Click 
        SerialPort1.Close() 
        SerialPort1.Open() 
 
 
        yawmult = Yaw_multiplier.Value 
        initPos0 = inipos0.Value 
        initPos1 = inipos1.Value 
        initPos2 = inipos2.Value 
        initPos3 = inipos3.Value 
        initPos4 = inipos4.Value 
        initPos5 = inipos5.Value 
        initPos6 = inipos6.Value 
        initPos7 = inipos7.Value 
 
 
        SerialPort1.Write("#0 P" & initPos0 & " " + "#1 P" & initPos1 & " " + "#2 P" & initPos2 & " " + "#3 P" & 
initPos3 & " " + "#4 P" & initPos4 & " " + "#5 P" & initPos5 & " " + "#6 P" & initPos6 & " " + "#7 P" & 
initPos7 & " " + "T500" + Chr(13)) 
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        knobPos0.Value = (initPos0 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos1.Value = (initPos1 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos2.Value = (initPos2 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos3.Value = (initPos3 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos4.Value = (initPos4 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos5.Value = (initPos5 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos6.Value = (initPos6 - 1500) / 11.1 
        KnobPos7.Value = (initPos7 - 1500) / 11.1 
 
        yawmult_output.Text = Str(yawmult) 
 
 
    End Sub 
 
 
 
End Class 
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